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VISION
We will become a bank preferred by clients from all
cutomer segments for our comprehensive and value
adding financial services and with the best business
processes while maintaining our leadership in
micro-finance.

MISSION
XacBank will become a dominant institution with
leading services in the financial market that is equally
concerned on planet, people, and profit.

OUR CORE VALUES
Our core values describe how we should act in order
to accomplish the tasks leading to achieving our vision
and mission. They create desired culture, as they are
the principles that guide the behaviors of all employees.
Customer centric operations
Creativity and fair remuneration
Teamwork
Respect and responsibility
Corporate social responsibility

OUR VISION,
MISSION, VALUES
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GANBOLD.Ch
Chairman of the Board
of Directors of XacBank
Dear Shareholders,Customers, Clients, Partners and Employees,
I am pleased to address you in our Annual Report and present the 2013 operational results of XacBank (the “Bank”).
XacBank has arrived at the beginning of a new era, leaving behind a dozen years since the issuance of its banking
license from the Central Bank of Mongolia, and I am proud to state that this historical cycle was the time of
sustainable development and growth.
I would like to thank, first of all, our 1,700 employees who have worked hard to make the fiscal year of 2013
another success story, full of achievements, as well as the management team of the Bank for their leadership and
skillful guidance. My deep gratitude goes to all our customers, clients and partner organizations for their trust and
cooperation with us throughout all these years. I extend my sincere appreciation to the shareholders of TenGer
Financial Group for their undoubted support and collaboration. And, finally, I thank my fellow board directors for their
wholehearted dedication to the Bank.
I am delighted to say that, again in 2013, in the face of a very challenging economic environment, XacBank was
able to ensure sustained growth, successfully fulfilling both quantitative and qualitative goals and targets for the
year,approved by the Board of Directors, and delivering high-quality and reliable financial intermediation services
of a systemic nature.
While the shareholders, the Board of Directors and the executive management team of XacBank have confidence
in the medium to long-term development prospects of Mongolia, we, nevertheless, acknowledge that the economic
outlook will remain dim in the next couple of years for the world and Mongolia and, thus, have set our short
and medium-term goals and targets as well as our development policies with such assumptions. Therefore, we
determined our 2013 goals by combining quantitative targets within manageable risk levels with qualitative goals for
developing institutional capacity able to sustain future growth.
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Along with providing the executive management with effective oversight and guidance, the Board of Directors of the
Bank dedicated its efforts to facilitate the entry of new investors to support the Bank’s sustainable future growth as
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
well as to ensure opportunities for long-standing shareholders to realize return on their investments. As a result of
these efforts, the ownership structure of XacBank has not only maintained its diversity and balance but become more
open and strengthened with strategic investors bringing more value.
I am fulfilled to state that, in a gloomy investment environment of Mongolia, we were able to bring in a major
reputable investor from Japan and increase direct participation of Mongolia’s big business. As a result of these
changes in the Bank’s ownership, the governance framework will improve further, thus, strengthening security of the
Bank’s and its customers’ future.
In 2013, XacBank showed not only solid results in terms of the quality of lending operations, sustainable growth far
exceeding the average of the banking system and keeping the position of a strong competitor in the market but made
also considerable investments to make its services more accessible, swifter and safer for customers.
Realizing that, along with expansion in its customer base and influence of systemic proportions, it is important
than ever to bring the quality and immunity of its corporate governance to the next stage of excellence, the Board of
Directors plans to focus special efforts in this direction in 2014.
Along with trust and hope of our customers and clients, the Bank’s responsible growth and financial potential as well
as further trends were evaluated by international rating agencies with a “stable” credit rating. Furthermore, XacBank
was recognized as the Best Bank in Mongolia in 2013 by The Banker, a London-based international financial affairs
magazine, as a Distinguished Entrepreneur by the Mongolian National Chamber of Commerce and Industry and as
the Best Retail Bank of Mongolia by the Global Banking and Finance Review.
Finally, let me reassure that, together with our customers and clients, borrowers and other partners as well as our
shareholders, who entrusted their investments to us, and all XacBankers, who handle day-to-day operations, we will
dedicate all our efforts and aspirations to the implementation of the Bank’s short and medium-term plans and goals.
GANBOLD.Ch
Chairman of the Board of Directors of XacBank
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1. GANBOLD Chuluun, Chairman of the Board of directors
Chuluun Ganbold, has been appointed as the Chairman of the Board of Directors of XacBank since November 2004
and has served on the board as a non-executive director since 2003. Ganbold was a founding member of X.A.C.
(Golden Fund for Development), the first NBFI in Mongolia and a predecessor of XacBank. Ganbold served in the
Advisory Committee of X.A.C. and subsequently joined the Board of Directors. In 1999-2000, Ganbold served as
Advisor to the Prime Minister of Mongolia on PR and Media and in 1993-1995 as Director General of the World
Mongolian Federation. Ganbold is a founder of the Rotary movement in Mongolia. Ganbold is the CEO of Email Daily
News (EDN) LLC, President of several NGOs. Ganbold is a graduate of the Moscow University of Foreign Languages
in Russia. He has an extensive 30-year career and professional experience in administration, public relations,
business consultancy and facilitation, mass media and arts management.

PLANET

2. BAT-OCHIR Dugersuren, Executive Director of the Board

1

2

Bat-Ochir Dugersuren, Chief Executive Officer of XacBank, has been appointed as an executive director in January
2011. Bat-Ochir has been with XacBank from the onset, starting as accountant, finance advisor and internal auditor
with the UNDP MicroStart Mongolia Project, which led to the formation of X.A.C, a predecessor of XacBank.
Bat-Ochir became the Director of the Finance Department of X.A.C. in 2000 and later in 2001 the Director of
Accounting and Controlling Division of XacBank. From 2008 and prior to his current appointment, Bat-Ochir served
on several management positions as First Deputy CEO of XacBank and Chief Financial Officer of TenGer Financial
Group, the parent company of XacBank. Bat-Ochir Dugersuren holds a MBA, International Finance Major, from the
International Business School, Brandeis University, USA.
3. BOLD Magvan, Non-Executive Director of the Board

3
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Bold Magvan, has served a non-executive director on the Board of Directors of XacBank since 2009. Bold Magvan
has been working as the CEO and an executive director of TenGer Financial Group since January 2011. Prior to his
current appointment, Bold worked for XacBank for 2 years as the CEO and for over 3 years as the President. Bold is
a senior banking professional with more than 20-year expertise in public and private global financial institutions,
including the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. From 1996 to 2000, Bold was the Deputy Governor
of the Bank of Mongolia (Central Bank). In his prior professional career, Bold Magvan served as Deputy Director at
the Market Research Institute, CEO of the Mongolian Export-Import Bank, member of the boards of the International
Investment Bank and the International Bank for Economic Cooperation in the Russian Federation and advisor for Da
Afghanistan Bank (Central Bank), Islamic State of Afghanistan. Bold holds a Master’s in International Affairs degree
with a major in economic policy management from the Columbia University, New York. Bold is the chairman of the
boards of the Credit Information Bureau LLC and Development Solutions NGO in Mongolia. Bold has served as Vice
President of the Mongolian Bankers Association since 2007 and was elected as President in December 2011. Bold
has served the Honorary Consul of the Republic of Iceland in Mongolia since 2008.
4. SABINA Dziurman, Non-Executive Director of the Board

5

Sabina Dziurman has been serving on the Board of Directors of XacBank since 2013 as a non-executive director. Ms.
Dziurman has a solid track record in Credit Line Management, SME Development, Bank Training, Institutional and
Business Development. Currently she is a Senior Banker at EBRD with the financial institutions team responsible for
developing and monitoring business in Central Asia. Currently with the Central Asia, Caucasus and Mongolia team,
previously with Bank Equity and before that with the Group for Small Business. Prior to the current positions Ms.
Dziurman has worked on various development projects in Central Europe Trust Co. LTD; EBRD, Tashkent, Uzbekistan;
EBRD, Moscow, Russia; Sema Group Ashgabad, Turkmenistan; Know How Fund, Ashgabad, Turkmenistan; DFID,
Brussels, Belgium; Enterplan International, Yerevan, Armenia; DFID, Chisinau, Moldova; Bankakademie, Tashkent,
Uzbekistan and IDC, Minsk, Belarus. Sabina holds a MBA degree from London Business School.
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5. RICHARD Ranken, Non-Executive Director of the Board
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Richard is a senior advisor to IFC in the East Asia and the Pacific Region with membership on the boards of
several banks and private equity funds in Asia. He has had a 30-year career with IFC and has spent majority of this
professional life working in the former Soviet Union, Africa and most recently in East Asia. He headed IFC’s Advisory
Services, which privatized over 50,000 enterprises, introduced them corporate governance standards, and played
a leading role in the financial sector development. As a director of IFC’s operations in Africa, he put in place a new
strategy and team that built IFC’s investment business to USD1.5 billion in 30 countries, with concentration on SME
and microfinance. Also, as a director of East Asia and the Pacific, he focused IFC’s work on climate change financing
and related advisory services. Richard is a graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors (GAICD).

6. ERDENEJARGAL Perenlei, Non-Executive Director of the Board

Erdenejargal Perenlei, has served on the Board of Directors of XacBank since 2005 as a non-executive director.
Erdenejargal is an Executive Director of Open Society Forum. Starting her career at the State Committee (Ministry) of
Labor and Social Welfare as a labor economist in 1982-1988, Erdenejargal was a lecturer at the Government Institute
of Management in 1988-1991, a researcher and later a chief of Social Studies Unit at the Government Center for
Public Policy and Social Studies in 1991-1992 and an Executive Director of Mongolian Development Foundation in
1992-1997. In 1997, Erdenejargal became a Deputy Director and Programs Director of Mongolian Foundation for
Open Society (Soros Foundation) and was involved in the supervision of programs in education, information, media
and public health. Since the transformation of Soros Foundation into a national NGO in 2004, Erdenejargal has served
the Executive Director and is now actively involved in promoting citizen participation in decision making through
research-based advocacy. Erdenejargal is a 1982 graduate from the Rostov-na-Don University in psychology.
7. MICHAEL Madden, Non-Executive Director of the Board
6
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Michael Madden, has served on the Board of TenGer Financial Group since 2009 as a non-executive director.
Michael is a successful entrepreneur and a founder and managing director of Ronoc, an investment and advisory
services business based in Dublin, Ireland. Michael has been involved in the cards and banking business in Eastern
European markets for over 15 years working for American Express on different positions, starting in 1988 as a
quality assurance manager and becoming in 1998 a vice president for franchise markets EMEA, London, UK. In
2003, Michael established Renaissance Credit the third largest consumer finance bank in Russia and has worked
as the founding CEO. In 2007, Michael founded Ronoc. Michael graduated in 1987 from the College of Management
Studies, Limerick, Ireland, with a diploma in industrial engineering.
8. SHUJI Irie, Non-Executive Director of the Board

Shuji Irie has been serving on the Board of Directors of XacBank since 2013 as a non-executive director. He joined
ORIX Corporation in April 2011 as Deputy Head of the Investment Banking Headquarters. Before joining ORIX, he
worked for the Industrial Bank of Japan, Limited (presently Mizuho Corporate Bank) and Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.
mainly in the field of Securitization and Real Estate since 1989. In September 2011 he was appointed Deputy Head
of the Investment and Operation Headquarters. In January 2013 he was appointed as Executive Officer of the ORIX
Corporation.
9
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9. TSELMUUN Nyamtaishir, Non-Executive Director of the Board

Tselmuun Nyamtaishir, has served on the Board of Directors of XacBank since 2012. Tselmuun has been serving as
Vice President and Board Member of Mongolyn Alt MAK Corporation since 2007. She has held managerial positions
with TDB and MAK Corporation for 8 years and has extensive experience in investment, management and business
development. She started her career with Trade and Development bank of Mongolia as a Bank Officer for the Treasury
Trading Back office in 2005. She was appointed as the Vice President of Mongloyn Alt MAK Corporation in 2007 and
has been responsible for Social Responsibility Department, Procurement Department, Trading Department as well as
the Investment and Financing Department of Mongolyn Alt MAK Corporation. Tselmuun Nyamtaishir graduated from
Lincoln High School in New Zealand and earned Bachelor in Business Administration from Valparaiso University,
Indiana in 2004. She also graduated from Financial Engineering Program of Stanford University, Hong Kong in 2010.
10. SARAN Binderiya, Independent Non-Executive Director of the Board

Saran Binderiya, was appointed as an interim independent non-executive director on the board of directors of
XacBank since 2012. Saran Binderiya is a senior banking professional with 30-year experience in the banking
and financial sector of Mongolia. In 1982, she started her professional career as accountant in the International
Settlements Department at the State Bank of Mongolia (Central Bank) and served later as Chief Accountant and
Director of the Accounting Department. In the period from 1991 to 2003, Saran Binderiya served as part of the
senior management team of the Trade and Development Bank, joining as Director of Central Accounting, Planning
and Budgeting Department and becoming Senior Vice President and First Deputy General Director in 1994. Saran
Binderiya served also as Vice President of Capitron Bank from 2003 to 2004 and as Advisor at Development Finance,
a non-bank financial institution, from 2004 to 2006. Her most recent engagement was with the World Bank’s Second
Private Sector Development Credit Program as Project Coordinator. Saran Binderiya graduated in 1982 from the
Moscow Institute of International Relations with a major in foreign exchange and international credit relations.
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COMPOSITION OF BOARD
COMMITTEES
CREDIT AND RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
The Board Credit Committee was dismantled by the Board of Directors’ Resolution No.R-2013-13 dated 20 June
2013 as a stand-alone committee and its functions were merged with the Risk Management Committee. The
extended new committee was named the Board Credit and Risk Management Committee. The Committee has the
following functions:
- define and monitor financial risks subject to the XacBank business activities;
- define, monitor, and evaluate the implementation of the Bank’s multi risk management policies;
- develop standards for the measurement of financial risk and its indicators;
- conduct monitoring and to evaluate credit risk in order to minimize risk;
- control and ensure the implementation collateral evaluations concerning credit products and define
their types and categories.
The Committee is comprised of the following members:
1. Michael Madden, Committee Chair
2. Bat-Ochir Dugersuren, Member
3. Saran Binderiya, Member
4. Shuji Irie, Member
5. Amar Hanibal, Non-voting Member
6. Aart Jongjans, Non-voting Member
Sansar Baatarkhuu, Secretary of the Committee
AUDIT COMMITTEE
The main function of the Audit Committee is to control the entire process of risk management and to conduct internal
audits of the Bank. The Committee is responsible for control over the implementation of the Bank policies and
principles.
The Committee is composed of the following members:
1. Richard Ranken, Committee Chair
2. Saran Binderiya, Member
3. Erdenejargal Perenlei, Member
4. Sabina Dziurman, Member
5. GanbaatarJambal, Non-voting Member
6. Aart Jongjans, Non-voting Member
Ulambayar Enebish, Secretary of the Committee
GOVERNANCE, NOMINATIONAND COMPENSATION COMMITTEE
The Governance, Nomination and Compensation Committee reviews, discusses and resolvesthe matters related
to corporate governance, nominations and remunerations. The Committee is composed of the following members:
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1. Chuluun Ganbold, Committee Chair
2. Richard Ranken, Member
3. Erdenejargal Perenlei, Member
4. Tselmuun Nyamtaishir, Member
5. Bold Magvan, Member
Ashidmaa Dashnyam, Secretary of the Committee
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HOLDING COMPANY SHAREHOLDERS

No

Shareholder Name

Number of shares

Percentage

1

Mongolyn Alt (MAC) LLC

3,316,985

20.000%

2

International Finance Corporation

3,179,487

19.171%

3

ORIX Corporation

2,577,420

15.541%

4

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

1,929,475

11.634%

5

Ronok Partners Company

1,683,342

10.150%

6

EIT Capital Management (ECM)

1,668,937

10.063%

7

Mercy Corps

1,254,180

7.562%

8

Triodos Fair Share Fund

618,680

3.730%

9

Open Society Forum NGO

264,141

1.593%

10

Ulaanbaatar Rotary Club NGO

50,000

0.301%

11

Magvan Bold

16,968

0.102%

12

Chuluun Ganbold

15,372

0.093%

13

EIT LLC

9,657

0.058%

16 584 644

100.000%

Total
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Aflatoun a Social and Financial education Program has
organized its open classes to 2,500 students and 75
teachers at a total of 15 General Education Schools in
the Capital and in rural places. The program promoted a
student centered environment, where children feel self
confident and feel the importance of the being up brought
as a socially responsible citizen.
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D. BAT-OCHIR
Chief Executive Officer
of XacBank
Please allow me to present the report on XacBank’s activities for the year of 2013 for your review.
I am pleased to report that XacBank’s team has managed through another critical year for the Mongolian economy
with a great confidence. Along with achieving both quantitative and qualitative successes, our team has effectively
managed the funds entrusted to us by our clients and shareholders and made significant progress in the scope and
quality of our financial intermediation.
The past year experienced a clear decline in demand for major mining products in the international markets and
in turn affecting the Mongolian economy. It was also a challenging year with many negative developments in the
economic environment and investment climate, starting from the year after Mongolia’s sharp economic expansion
in 2011. Delays in implementing much needed policy measures caused by the 2012 Parliamentary and 2013
Presidential elections almost led to an economic crisis in the country in the last year.
There was a need to take necessary measures to increase investment, enable a more favorable legal environment,
and restore international and domestic investor confidence in such a challenging environment. In cooperation with
the Government for Changes, The Bank of Mongolia has implemented programs in phases to maintain economic
activity at a certain level using non-traditional tools of monetary policy since the beginning of this year. As a result,
many negative social and economic consequences resulting from the sharp slowdown in economic growth and
increased unemployment have been prevented. Furthermore, initial steps towards having positive impact in the
economic structure in the medium term and substantial changes in private consumption and savings patterns
have also been taken. However, it is worthwhile to note that obvious damage has been inflicted on the income and
purchasing power of citizens and businesses due to the weakening of the national currency. This has resulted from
businesses remaining dormant, especially in sectors that were not covered under the program, as well as the strain
placed upon foreign currency reserves.
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Although an unfavorable external environment presented difficulties in identifying the trends in 2013, XacBank has
actively participated in the programs put forth by The Bank of Mongolia and the Government for Changes. Expanding
international relationships, intensifying client focused activities and optimizing the bank’s business activities, we
have increased the bank’s total assets by 70 percent, its lending business by 65 percent while maintaining the quality
of its loans 3 times stronger than the banking system NPL, net profit by 60 percent from last year and we have also
managed to increase our participation in the institutional market while maintaining our position in the retail banking
sector.
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EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT’S
STATEMENT
We have reached not only our quantitative goals in 2013 but also implemented a number of projects with good results
that are targeted to build capacity for effective and sustainable development that is reflected in the Bank’s strategic
business plan.
To lead the Bank’s activities at a highly professional level and with the highest standards of corporate governance
while forming a reliable and efficient structure for future Bank operations, an Executive Management Team
composition was finalized and completed by the Chief Executive Officer.
Initial steps to transform the traditional model based on banking products into one based upon value adding and
customer segments have been taken by the units in charge of retail and institutional markets.
Due to substantial enhancement of the scope, reliability and profitability of XacBank’s card business, including ATMs
and other electronic channels, the volume and size of transactions done through electronic channels has for the first
time exceeded those done through bank tellers.
I am confident that our achievements in the past year, served as a guarantee for the XacBank team, that we have
fulfilled our obligation with dignity in front of our customers, shareholders and other business partners.
Although it is clear that the economic environment in 2014 will continue to remain risky and challenging, we will
continue to efficiently manage our financial intermediation business at the appropriate risk level and strengthen our
position in the market. In 2014, we are also planning to give special attention to projects that are focused on ensuring
the sustainable development of XacBank in the medium term considering our organizational structure, human
resources policy, electronic service delivery channels, information technology and customer and management
information systems.
Once again it is our sincere desire and the aim of the 1,700 XacBank employees that work in every corner of Mongolia
to highly respect the interests of and perform trustworthy work for all Mongolians, including our customers who
entrust their financial services to us, as well as to all our shareholders who have trusted their investment in us and
our lenders and other XacBank partners.
We Love Our Motherland!
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D. Bat-Ochir, Chief Executive Officer of XacBank
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1. BAT-OCHIR Dugersuren, Chief Executive Officer
Bat-Ochir Dugersuren was appointed as the Chief Executive Officer since 2011 January. He started his career with
us as a Financial Advisor for the MicroStart Project in 1998 and since then has contributed to the development of
the bank and growing with it to become a capable and talented leader. He started working as a financial officer for
the MicroStart project and then served in the technical support ACDI/VOCA financing department in August 1998.
From 1999, he worked in the MicroStart project as a financing advisor and in the internal audit area. He worked as
the head of Finance department of X.A.C Finance Company (our predecessor) in the year 2000. Between the years
2001-2006, Mr. Bat-Ochir held a position of the Director of the Finance and Accounting Division and also worked as
Director of the Operations Division. He obtained a Master’s degree in Business Administration from the International
Business School, Brandeis University, Boston in 2008. Since then he held numerous top executive positions such
as Chief Investment Officer at TenGer Financial Group, Vice President of the Finance and Accounting Division and
First Deputy Chief Executive Officer of Xacbank, and was then appointed as the Cheif Executive Officer of Xacbank.

1

2

3

4

2. GANBAATAR Jambal, President
Ganbaatar Jambal was appointed as the President of XacBank in October 2010. In 1998, he started his career with
the Central Bank of Mongolia as a bank supervisor. Since then he has held various senior positions at the Central
Bank, including Director of Financial Regulation Policy Division, Director General of Supervision Department, and
Member of Board of Directors. Between 2006 and 2009, he also served as a Chairman of Board of Directors of the
Microfinance Development Fund of Mongolia. He graduated the National University of Mongolia with Bachelor’s
degree in Finance. He also holds Master’s degree in Financial Economics from the American University, located in
Washington DC. Currently, he is a Ph.D candidate at the American University, where he has done extensive research
on risk management, economic development and vulnerability to poverty.

3. DELGERJARGAL Bayanjargal, Vice President of Retail Banking
Delgerjargal Bayanjargal was appointed as Vice-President for Retail Banking since March 2011. She was appointed
as Chief Financial Officer in September 2009, after serving as Chief Operating Officer since August 2007. She
started her career from Credit Officer and Office Manager at the UNDP supported the MicroStart project, in August
1998, then served in many other positions as a Finance Manager, Chief Accountant and as the Head of Policy of
the Coordination Department with X.A.C. Finance Company from 1999 to 2002. Since 2002, she has served as the
Head of the Microcredit Division, the Chief Credit Officer and the Director of Credit Management Division, and the
Director of the Finance and Accounting Division. She was an officer in the Mongolian Stock Exchange from 1992 to
1998. Ms. Delgerjargal graduated with a Business Administration degree in Banking and Finance from the Institute
of Finance and Economics, Ulaanbaatar.
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4. ERDENEBAYAR Ganzorig, Chief Financial Officer
Erdenebayar Ganzorig was appointed as Chief Financial Officer of XacBank Since January 2013. Prior to his
appointment as CFO, he has worked since July 2012 as Head of Financial Management Division of XacBank with
the responsibilities for financial accounting and reporting, financial policy development, financial controlling,
management accounting and budgeting, and tax management. He joined the Bank as Risk Officer in 2005 and
was promoted in 2007 to Senior Risk Officer. From 2008 to 2010, Erdenebayar worked as Head of Integrated Risk
Management Division and was in charge of integrated risk management, the asset-liability management and
operational risk management. In the period from 2010 to 2012, he did his graduate studies in Japan and rejoined
the Bank after obtaining a MBA degree, majoring in Finance. Erdenebayar has spent with XacBank his professional
career, starting from a junior position and going through all the levels of management.
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5. MUNHBAYAR Chogsom, Chief Operating Officer
Munhbayar Chogsom was appointed as Chief Operating Officer in November, 2011. He began his career as an
Inspector in the Financial Inspection Agency of the Ministry of Finance of Mongolia and later worked as a Senior
Inspector and Head of the Financial Inspection Division of the State Specialized Inspection Agency. He received his
Bachelor’s degree in Financial Economics from the National University of Mongolia and holds Master’s degree in
Financial Management from the Australian National University. Prior to his appointment, he worked as the Advisor to
the CEO and Advisor to the Relations department of Corporate Banking Department of XacBank.

6. GERELMAA Yunden, Chief Credit Officer
Gerelmaa Yunden was appointed as Chief Credit Officer in February 2006. She started her career as an accountant
in the International Settlements Department at the Bank of Mongolia from 1986 to 1990. She also worked as a
Director of the International Banking Department, as the Deputy Director of the Credit Department, as the Director of
the Debt Workout Unit, and as the manager of financial institutions in the corporate banking department of the Trade
and Development Bank of Mongolia. She graduated with a degree in Economics from the Institute for Economics in
Berlin, Germany. She attended the management programme on market economy from 1992 to 1994 at the Institute
for Economics in Kiel, Germany.

5

6

7. BATTUGS Chadraa, Chief Information Officer
Battugs Chadraa was appointed as Chief Information Officer at XacBank in October 2012. He graduated from the
Brigham Young University of Hawaii, USA with a Bachelor of Computer Science. He started his career in 1999 as a
software engineer and has worked for Microsoft and Salesforce.com Inc as software engineer for 13 years.
7

9

9. ULAMBAYAR Enebish, Director of Internal Audit Division
Ulambayar Enebish has been appointed as a Chief auditor of the Xac Bank since July 2013. Prior joining the bank
she worked at the Supervision Department of the Central Bank of Mongolia and held several management positions
at the Development Bank of Mongolia and Oyutolgoi LLC. She graduated from the Mongolian national university
majoring in banking and finance and obtained her master degree in Business administration from Victoria University
in Melbourne, Australia.
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8. Aart Jongejans, Chief Risk Officer
Aart Jongejans recently joined XacBank as Chief Risk Officer. He has an extensive career in risk management
spanning more than 40 years with top-level banking names such as ABN AMRO Bank and, most recently, BNP
Paribas. His banking career has taken him to seven countries mainly in Europe, Middle East and Asia-Pacific.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT

GOOD CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRINCIPLES
XacBank recognizes corporate governance as the culture of it's operation and management and is committed to
implementing a corporate governance system that puts in place structures and procedures adding to the longterm sustainability of the bank, aligning the interests of shareholders, board, management, and a wide range of
stakeholders, and ensuring effective and transparent decision-making in the interests of all.
In 2011, XacBank’s parent company - TenGer Financial Group – adopted the Code of Corporate Governance, further
re-affirming the principles of corporate governance applicable within XacBank and other Group companies. This code,
together with the Bank of Mongolia’s (Central Bank) Regulations on Implementation of Sound Governance Principles
in Banking Institutions, approved on 26 December 2006, the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development) Principles of Corporate Governance, originally issued in 1999 and revised in 2004, forms the basic
framework and sets the principles the bank’s corporate governance. This philosophy focuses on accountability,
disclosure, transparency, and responsibility at all levels and before all stakeholders, including minority and foreign
shareholders. The bank’s corporate governance framework ensures that timely and accurate disclosure of information
is made on all material matters regarding the bank, including its financial situation, performance, ownership, and
internal controls. Furthermore, it will ensure the strategic guidance of the Bank, effective monitoring of management
by the Board, and the Board’s accountability to the Bank’s shareholders and all public stakeholders.
In 2011, a set of major policies and procedures, including a Code of Conduct and Conflict of Interest Policy, a
Related Party Transactions Policy, renewed Internal Rules of Procedure of the Board of Directors and a Board Director
Selection and Nomination Policy, were put in place within the TFG Group, which improve further the board structure
and functioning, transparency and disclosure and control over environment and processes.
This enhancement of corporate governance contributes to the sustainable economic development of the bank by
transparently showcasing the Bank’s corporate performance, further increasing its access to external sources of
required capital, and assuring efficient and effective use of its resources.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
The Bank continues to operate as a limited liability company, registered and incorporated under the laws of
Mongolia. The Bank’s ultimate authority lies with its shareholders. On behalf of the shareholders, the Board has a
policy setting role for the Bank, monitoring the activities of management and giving strategic guidance. The Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) is appointed by the Board is directly responsible for managing the day-to-day operations
of the Bank, and reports on a regular basis to the shareholders and the Board. The CEO represents XacBank without
the power of attorney as per the Bank Charter. The Board of Directors has established Standing Committees to focus
on specific strategic areas. These Committees are governed by their respective Charters (i.e. By-laws) and report to
the full Board during its regular and extraordinary meetings. Sub-committees or any other ad-hoc structure may be
established by the Board in order to address specific or urgent issues from time to time. The Internal Audit Division
(IAD) of the Bank reports to the Audit Committee, which in turn reports on the IAD’s activities to the full Board of
Directors. The full-time position of the Corporate Secretary was established at the Bank and its parent company
level to facilitate a smooth functioning of the Board of Directors and the shareholders, and to assist in effective
communication with the management.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT PROCESSES
The Bank is comprised of branch offices and the head office, with divisions and departments under day-to-day
leadership of the CEO. In order to further simplify and streamline the Bank’s operations and prepare future managers’
succession, front-office units report directly to President and Vice-President of Retail Banking, and the Bank’s
Integrated Risk Management Division reports to Chief Risk Management Officer and Risk Manangement Committee.
The Internal Audit Division (IAD) continues to be directly accountable to the Bank’s Board of Directors with a parallel
reporting to the CEO. The IAD conducts on-site examinations of all branches and head office units and reports to the
Audit Committee of the Board. The composition and structure of the Bank committees is determined by the executive
management in order to facilitate effective day-to-day management of the Bank’s business affairs and ensure that
internal control functions are sound.
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The Bank has a nation-wide network of 107 branches and extension units. The extension units offer basic banking
services and products, and located in the areas of strategic importance for the Bank where it is, nevertheless, not
feasible to open a full scale branch office. Branches consist of a director and line managers responsible for finance,
customer relations and credit operations, with corresponding teams/officers under these managers. Branches
have two main committees: Branch Director’s Council and the Credit Committee which facilitate decision making
processes at the field level.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL REPORTING SYSTEM
The Bank is strongly committed to the principles of sustainable development as exemplified by the implementation
of its Social and Environmental Management System (SEMS) to address environmental issues, both social and
ecological, arising from the Bank’s operations since 2002. The Bank firmly believes that sustainable development
can only come from educated and skilled people and businesses concerned equally about the Planet, People
and Profit (3Ps). To institutionalize this triple-bottom line approach, the SustainabilityTeam was set up to ensure
overall compliance of the Bank’s business activities with not only national environmental legislation and bilateral
agreements with investors and shareholders but also internationally recognized environmental norms and standards.
The Bank will further improve and enhance its social and environmental management and its reporting system,
including revision of its current policy document and will conduct a social and environmental performance audit
on its operational impact. The Bank has appointed an ex-officio Environmental and Social Manager at the parent
company level, and compliance officer at the operational level, who are ensuring a proper operation and maintenance
of the Bank’s SEMS. The Bank compiles and provides environmental and social performance reports on a regular
basis to its strategic shareholders and international investors.
The Bank also systematically gathers data on social and environmental impact stemming out from its operations
across the country, and provides its shareholders and stakeholders with environmental and social reports on a
regular basis. Furthermore, the Bank has initiated in-house environmental protection measures aimed at efficient
use of energy, fuel, water, reducing paper consumption and waste, as well as seek to form business relations with
partners, suppliers, and clients who follow similarly the environmental standards.

BUSINESS CONDUCT AND CODE OF ETHICS
The Bank highly values both the personal integrity of its employees and following business ethics at all organizational
levels. XacBank aspires to further maintain its high public reputation by not only doing things right but also by doing
the right things. Moreover, the Banktreats co-workers, customers, suppliers, shareholders, and local communities
with honesty and respectand mitigates any conflict of interest situations at both the management and operational
levels.
The Bank management and co-workers strictly adhere to the following fundamental principles and basic standards
of integrity, transparency and accountability as approved and implemented through the relevant Code of Ethics:
-Integrity and Transparency: We do the “right thing” without compromising on our customers, suppliers, and
shareholders - even when circumstances make it difficult. We are clear, truthful, and accurate in what we say and
what we do.
-Respect and Honor: We treat each other with respect and dignity, appreciating the diversity of our workforce, our
customers, and our local communities.
-Responsibility and Accountability: We take accountability for our ethical decisions and actions, asking for
clarification when necessary and reporting concerns or violations in the workplace to the appropriate authorities.
-Good Citizenship and the Rule of Law: We comply with both the spirit and intent of the laws that regulate our
business, contributing to strength and well-being of our communities and shareholders.
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The Bank’s Code of Ethics for Employees, Management, and Board is approved by the Board of Directors. The Bank’s
orientation training program for new employee includes sections on the Code of Ethics and Corporate Culture, which
are of the highest priority for our Management. To monitor compliance with the Code of Ethics, each of the Bank
branch offices run a Customer Complaints Box in addition to the Bank’s phone hotline, handled by the Internal Audit
Division, for suggestions or complaints. The Chief Compliance Officer, Human Resource Management Department,
and Internal Audit Division have general responsibilities for monitoring compliance with the Bank’s Code of Ethics
within their own parts of XacBank. The Board Governance, Nominations, and Compensation Committee (GNCC)
oversees compliance with the Code of Ethics.
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HUMAN CAPITAL

In 2013, XacBank’s total number of employees increased by 6.8 percent from last year, reaching 1,796 staff members.
During the year, 188 positions for female staff on longterm, maternity, and motherhood leave were retained.
Furthermore, the Bank has created 38 new permanent workplaces.
As a result of our optimal management of the human resource selection process, the proper use of specialized labor
exchanges and intermediaries, and the use of pro-market activities including a policy of widening our candidate
base of highly educated and qualified potential employees, our risk management and internal audit teams have
been strengthened with highly qualified personnel with international experience. XacBank has committed to this HR
policy as we are confident that the policy will deliver benefits in the medium and long run by developing institutional
capacity and diminishing the cost of business for the Bank.
TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT, EMPLOYEES SATISFACTION
Delegating internal trainings to independent specialized training institutions has proven to be effective. We have
recently undertaken training and re-training policies aimed at the capacity development of mid-level managers,
top-level managers, and customer service improvement at branches and transaction centers. Altogether, 36,249
person-hours of training for 1,833 officers were conducted this year.
For the third year XacBank has given its staff traditional scholarships for national universities; in total, 8 bank staff
who met the academic requirements received a scholarship from the Bank this year.
The Well Being Program, dedicated to creating an environment for healthy and productive work leading to happy life
for Bank staff, has been successfully implemented. 1,900 staff of theTenGer Financial Group divided into 8 teams
to compete and participate in various sport and social activities. As a result of successful involvement in social
activities the Program raised satisfaction among the employees.
SOCIAL WELFARE, COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS
Alongside with the Bank operational expansion and increase in the number of staff, necessity of the comfortable
working environment becomes a reality. To meet this demand more MNT 100 million were invested for repairing and
improvements of the Head Office and its extension facilities reducing thereby heating energy loss and improving
working environment for the staff.
The Bank offers long-term, mortgage loan programs to its staff in order to improve their living conditions. Altogether
197 bank staff has been covered by this program in 2013 and got comfortable apartments. For those, who were
covered by the programs in previous years, interest rates were cut by 3.0 - 4.0 percentage points. And we stopped
charging fees on these mortgage loans. The Bank management did not limit its Staff Housing program by longterm mortgage loans only. We went further and started to offer low-cost housing itself; the Bank invested into 180
apartment housing project in two different locations. These housing will be put into operation in 2014-2015. Key
officers and talants are the first to be offered for these housing programs within the scope of the best return on the
concessions and incentives policies.
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Serving the Head Office and downtown branch office employees with the buses in four directions of Ulaanbaatar has
got many benefits; it takes care of security of our staff, and raises labor productivity, and it helps to reduce traffic
jam as well as air pollution.
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BANK OF THE YEAR 2013 - MONGOLIA

BEST RETAIL BANK OF MONGOLIA

The Banker magazine, a flagman of an International Financial journalism,
named XacBank as the “Best Bank of Mongolia for the Year of 2013.”

XacBank won the Best Retail Bank of Mongolia of the Year Prize from the
Global Banking and Finance Review Awards.

TOP 5 BANK

THE ENTERPRENEUR OF THE YEAR 2013

XacBank won a Top-5 Bank Award from MNCCI and the Government of
Mongolia’s Annual TOP-150 Enterprises Award.

XacBank won the Bronze Mercury Cup and The ENTERPRENEUR of
Banking Sector for Year of 2013 from ENTERPRENEUR Award Ceremony
of Mongolian National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MNCCI).

THE 2013 CAPITAL CITY TOP PRO-CHILDREN
INSTITUTION AWARD

THE BEST SME SUPPORTING INSTITUTION OF 2013

XacBank won The Capital City Top Pro-Children Institution Award
from the Capital City Citizen’s Representatives Hural and Mongolian
Association of Schoolchildren, based on the results of a survey
conducted among the children evaluating the actual work done and prochildren initiatives organized in commemoration of the 374th Anniversary
of the Capital City.

The Bank won the Best SME Supporting Institution Prize from International
Exhibition on SME Products, Services and Technology – 2013.
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MAIN AWARDS 2013
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In 2013, XacBank has paid MNT 5.5 billion in tax
payment and became one of the TOP 100 Tax Payers of
Mongolia. The profit after taxes reached up to MNT 24.4
billion, which is 1.6 times higher than the result of 2012.
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МACRO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The global economic recovery is yet to come and economic performances are diverging between advanced and
developing countries. Economic growth in advanced countries such as U.S, Europe and Japan strengthened
virtually since the first half of 2013, however, the growth of larger emerging economies like China, India, was still
moderating at the time. China’s real economic performance at the end of the year was 7.7%1 (yoy), slowing down
by 0.1% compared to that in 2012. As a result of the decline in Chinese demand for commodities, the price of main
commodities like coal and copper slipped continuously throughout the year. Coal and copper prices reached USD
90.4 and USD 7,214.9, decreasing by 9.2% and 9.4%(yoy) respectively at the end of year2.
As a result of the uncertainty in both the global economy and the commodity market, Mongolian foreign trade
deteriorated throughout the year. Coal exports amounted to USD 1,122.0 million, which is a decline of 41.0% (yoy)
compared to 2012, breaching the overall export’s increasing trend of the past years by shrinking 2.6% (yoy) at the end
of December, 2013. In parallel to this, the foreign direct investments were reduced without any exceptions creating
much pressure on the capital account side of Balance of Payment (BoP), which led the international reserves to
shrink tremendously by 45.5% (yoy) compared to that of 2012. Therefore, the deteriorating external trade conditions,
shrinking foreign investments, and in addition to these, the negative information related to foreign currency cash
flows in the surrounding markets resulted in 25.9% depreciation (since the beginning of the year) of MNT against
USD exchange rate, the peak was recorded in November at 1,752.5 (official exchange rate as per Bank of Mongolia),
the highest level of the year.

Economic Indicators

2010

2011

2012

2013*

Economic growth (%)

6.4

17.5

12.3

11.7

M2 money supply (%)

62.5

37.0

18.8

24.1

Inflation (%)

13.0

10.2

14.0

12.5

Export (%)

54.3

64.4

(8.3)

(2.6)

Import (%)

49.7

104.0

3.2

(5.7)

(291.6)

(1,746.5)

(2,354.3)

(2,082.0)

International Reserve (%)

72.4

7.1

68.4

(45.5)

Trade Balance (USD million)
Budget revenue (%)

56.7

40.9

12.9

19.3

Budget expenditure (%)

32.7

55.6

26.1

2.2

Budget balance (MNT billion)

41.8

(391.4)

(1,075.7)

(250.4)

1256.5

1396.4

1392.1

1659.3

Exchange rate (at the end of the year)
Preliminary performance (*)

Source: Bank of Mongolia, National Statistical Office

The shrinking trend in foreign trade turnover and direct investments necessitated amendments in fiscal revenue and
expenditure for 2013 in order to keep budget deficit within 2% of nominal GDP as per State policy requirements.
The planned stabilized fiscal revenue for the budget for 2013 was targeted to be MNT 7,088.3 billion, with the
expenditure to be MNT 7,444.63 billion . However, due to weak performance of external trade and a failure of agreeing
on amendment for Oyu-Tolgoi’s Investment Agreement, amendments had to be adopted to modify the 2013 budget
revenue and expenditure. A downward correction of MNT 799.2 billion was made to the fiscal revenue, while MNT
814.8 billion was slashed from the expenditure side4. According to preliminary performance, the stabilized fiscal
revenue at the end of 2013 recorded at MNT 5,880.7 billion, which is 92.1% of the revised revenue, while the fiscal
expenditure reached at MNT 6,178.0 billion, constituting up 90.8% of the revised expenditure.
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Weak external environment, which resulted in weak external performance and revision of the fiscal revenues, caused
the real economic growth to slow down. Real economic growth of 2012 grew by 12.3%, however, it slowed down
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to 7.1% at the first quarter of 2013. Due to the shrinking environment, the Government and the Bank of Mongolia
(GoM and BoM) implemented an expansionary monetary policy to support the economic growth as well as to keep
it stable. According to the expansionary monetary policy, a number of projects were introduced, which had a great
impact on the real sector to grow by 11.7% (yoy) at the end of 2013. As a result of these projects named “Price
Stability Project for Main Goods” and “Housing Mortgage Program” implemented jointly by GoM and BoM, money
circulation in the economy was increased by MNT 3.6 trillion last year. The “Price Stability Project for Main Goods”
consisted of the following sub-programs, namely; “Supporting Construction Sector”, “Stabilization of Fuel and Gas
Price”, “Stabilization of Food Price” as well as “Stabilization of Main Importing Goods Price”. Within the “Supporting
Construction Sector”, discounted loans in an amount of MNT 825.0 billion was invested in the economy, whereas
discounted loans amounting to MNT 377 billion was financed within the other sub-programs as well. Furthermore,
another MNT 1.5 trillion was spent on the “Housing Mortgage Program”, in addition to this, BoM placed deposits
of MNT 900 billion with the commercial banks last year. Therefore, thanks to the projects implemented, the real
economic growth was kept double digits in 2013.

BANKING SECTOR DEVELOPMENT
Total assets in banking system reached at MNT 20.8 trillion, increased by 74.1% (yoy) - relatively high growth
compared to previous years. The overall growth of the asset was mainly driven by the projects (Price Stability
Projects) implemented by the GoM and the BoM. For the asset composition, banking reserves made up 13.3% of
the overall assets, whereas treasury bills, government bills comprised 7.8% and 8.6% respectively, however, loan
portfolio in the banking system comprised 51.3% at the end of the year. The loan portfolio of banking sector recorded
MNT 10.7 trillion, increased by 54.4% (yoy), while non-performing loan portfolio accounted for MNT 564.3 billion,
which comprised 5.3% of overall loan portfolio. Overall current account and public deposit in the banking system
increased by 18.9% and 30.1% (yoy) respectively and reached MNT 2.5 trillion and MNT 6.3 trillion respectively at
the end of December 2013.

Banking Sector Indicators

2010

2011

2012

Asset growth (%)

41.2

50.1

28.0

74.1

Loan portfolio growth (%)

21.3

73.6

24.4

54.4

Non-performing loan ratio (%)

11.5

5.9

4.2

5.3

Current account growth (%)

109.5

30.2

5.5

18.9

49.9

39.7

30.0

30.1

Deposit account growth

2013

Source: Bank of Mongolia

1. Source: National Statistical Office of China, http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/201401/t20140121_503020.html
2. Source: IMF, http://www.imf.org/external/np/res/commod/index.aspx
3. Source: Ministry of Finance, http://www.iltod.gov.mn/?p=2813
4. Source:Ministry of Finance, http://www.iltod.gov.mn/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/2013-todotgol-barimt-bichig-iltod.pdf
5. Source: Bank of Mongolia, http://mongolbank.mn/dblistmongolbankrate.aspx
6. Source: Bank of Mongolia, http://mongolbank.mn/listfinstability.aspx?did=9
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As for the monetary policy implemented last year, the policy rate was cut a few times from 13.25% to 10.5% in
order to support economic growth and maintain it at high level5. Moreover, in order to enhance the effectiveness of
banking sector as well as to reduce interest rate fluctuation in the interbank system, the interest rate corridor system
was introduced as a part of the monetary policy in 2013. The BoM strengthened the risk resilience ratios including
capital adequacy and liquidity ratios requirements to keep the financial system stable. The capital adequacy ratio
requirements were raised to 14.0% from 13.0%6, as the overall capitalization of the banking system reached at MNT
1.3 trillion at the end of the year, increased by 34.3% (yoy) compared of that of 2012.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF 2013

Despite the slow-down in Mongolia’s economic growth negatively impacting the financial performance of the
banking sector, the Bank succeeded in making progress on all aspects of its financial profitability and risk indicators
in 2013. During the year, the Bank was one of the leaders in the industry in terms of public deposit and loan portfolio
growth while simultaneously achieving the strategic goals and targets set before its shareholders and clients as well
as successfully expanding its business network and market share.
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(MNT million)

2011

2012

2013

CAGR*

Total Assets

817,574

1,077,703

1,811,485

48.9

Loans /net/

535,895

630,919

1,029,541

38.6

Public Deposits

365,291

516,023

644,483

32.8

Total Capital

119,614

146,697

180,843

23.0

Net Income

12,147

15,247

24,372

41.6

1.2

1.3

1.4

22.0

16.9

22.4

Non-Performing Loans (%)
Return on Equity (%)
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*Compounded Annual Growth Rate (2013/2011)
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LOAN PORTFOLIO
During the year, The Bank disbursed a total of MNT 1,137.7 billion in loans to more than 150 thousand clients,
increasing its loan portfolio by 63.8 percent from the previous year to reach MNT 1,048.0 billion. Alongside high
loan portfolio growth, the Bank retained its leading position within the banking sector in terms of loan quality through
consistent improvements in its credit risk management and internal control framework. Non-performing loans stood
at 1.4 percent of the loan portfolio, three times lower than that of the banking sector. Furthermore, loan loss reserves
amounted to 1.23 times more than non-performing loans, indicating that the Bank is sufficiently covered against
potential credit losses.
PUBLIC DEPOSIT
The number of depositorshas tripled since 2009, reaching more than 400 thousand depositors by the end of 2013.
Upon the hopes and faith entrusted to us by thousands and thousands of our depositors, public deposits grew by
25 percent to reach MNT 644.5 billion resulting in market share expanding to 8.5 percent, a gain of 0.5 percentage
points. Savings growth in terms of depositors reveals that deposits made by retail clients grew by 29 percent,
accounting for 90 percent of total growth, while business deposits grew by 9.2 percent, constituting 10 percent of
total deposit growth.
BORROWED FUND
Borrowed funds increased by 126 percent to reach MNT 1,027.1 and accounted for 78 percent of the Bank’s asset
growth. Despite unfavourable international market conditions and an uncertain domestic economic environment,
the Bank received MNT 211.3 billion in long-term funds from 17 foreign financial institutions, which was 1.8
times larger from the previous year. In parallel, MNT 218 billion in funds were received from the Government and
Central Bank under the “Price Stabilization Program”, “Residential Mortgage Program”, and other general stimulus
programs, with contributions made to the projects’ implementation successfully.
CAPITAL
The Bank’s fundamental purpose of risk management is intended to maintain sufficient equity to cover potential risks
to protect stakeholders, as well as keeping a safe and high return on that equity to satisfy shareholders. In 2013, the
Bank increased shareholder equity through earnings of MNT 24.4 billion. The Bank’s conclusion of 2013 with total
equity at MNT 180.8 billion including tier-2 and capital adequacy ratio at 16.5 percent is the third straight year the
Bank has exceeded the regulatory requirement set by the Central Bank by more than twopercentage points.
EARNINGS
During the year, the Bank generated after-tax net income of MNT 24.4 billion from operation, 1.6 times higher than
the result of 2012. Earnings rose and return on equity exceeded 22 percent as a result of effective management
of Government and Central Bank funds in combination with effective use of foreign funds and proactive foreign
exchange risk management. Average number of staff increased by 6.8 percent from the previous year, and earnings
per employee grew by 50 percent to reach MNT 16 million.
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FINANCIAL RATIOS
The Bank aims to protect and raise both its shareholder and stakeholders value through effective operations and
soundrisk management system. The Bank’s non-performing loan ratio of 1.4 percent, liquidity ratio of 43.8 percent,
and capital adequacy ratio of 16.5 percent indicate that the Bank has retained its leading position in the industry
in terms of prudent risk management. Operating cost ratio, considered to be the primary indicator of efficiency,
improved by 7 percentage points to reach 61 percent while return on equity increased by 5.5 percentage points to
reach 22.4 percent.
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XACBANK LLC
STATEMENT BY DIRECTOR AND MANAGEMENT
We, Bat-Ochir Dugersuren, being Chief Executive Officer of XacBank LLC ("the Bank") and Erdenebayar Ganzorig,
being the officer primarily responsible for the financial statements of the Bank, do hereby state that financial position
of the Bank as at 31 December 2013 and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

BAT-OCHIR DUGERSUREN			
ERDENEBAYAR GANZORIG
(Chief Executive Officer)				
(Chief Financial Officer)
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Ulaanbaatar
Date:
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REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
TO THE SHAREHOLDER OF XACBANK LLC
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of XacBank LLC (the “Bank”), which comprise the statement
of financial position as at 31 December 2013 and the statement of comprehensive income, statement of changes in
equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and
other explanatory information.
MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
AUDITORS’ RESPONSIBILITY
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our
audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical
requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements
are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of the risks of
material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments,
the auditors consider internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial
statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit
opinion.
OPINION
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Bank
as at 31 December 2013, and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards.
RESTRICTION ON USE
This report is made solely to the shareholder of the Bank, as a body, in accordance with the audit requested by
shareholder in accordance with Article 94 of Company Law of Mongolia and for no other purpose. We do not assume
responsibility towards or accept liability to any other person for the contents of this report.

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
Date:
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ERNST AND YOUNG MONGOLIA AUDIT LLC				
PETER MARKEY
Certified Public Accountants					Executive Director
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013
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Note

2013

2012

MNT’000

MNT’000

Interest and similar income

4

181,022,347

127,996,992

Interest and similar expenses

5

(100,332,244)

(67,972,299)

80,690,103

60,024,693

Net interest income
Fees and commission income

6

5,799,626

3,249,974

Fees and commission expenses

6

(782,369)

(595,810)

Net fees and commission income

6

5,017,257

2,654,164

Net trading gain

7

2,568,294

2,297,197

Other operating income –net

8

4,142,363

529,468

92,418,017

65,430,522

(9,706,640)

(2,423,785)

82,711,377

63,006,737

Total operating income
Credit loss expense

9

Net operating income
Operating expenses

10

(54,142,727)

(44,108,246)

Amortisation of deferred grants

29

1,323,934

1,270,175

29,892,584

20,168,666

(5,520,275)

(4,921,301)

24,372,309

15,247,365

–

–

24,372,309

15,247,365

Profit before tax
Income tax expense

11

Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income (net of tax) attributable to equity
holders of the Bank
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Earnings per share (MNT):

36

Basic earnings per share

12

1,197.44

749.12

Diluted earnings per share

12

1,197.44

749.12

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2013

Note

2013

2012

MNT’000

MNT’000

13

238,614,870

174,463,368

Due from banks

14

121,851,611

142,638,165

Reverse repurchase agreements

15

29,991,255

3,498,061

Derivative financial instruments

16

636,835

–

Financial investments – held-for-trading

17

–

79,742

Financial investments – available-for-sale

17

15,500,694

478,492

Financial investments – held-to-maturity

17

329,582,816

88,135,490

Loans and advances to customers

18

1,029,541,294

630,919,177

Other assets

19

4,361,822

6,283,343

Properties held for sale

20

5,105,763

1,031,577

Property and equipment

21

29,595,235

24,992,318

Intangible assets

22

5,666,416

4,498,568

Deferred tax asset

23

ASSETS
Cash and balances with BoM

TOTAL ASSETS

1,035,981

684,300

1,811,484,592

1,077,702,601

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Due to banks

24

141,706,978

55,931,724

Repurchase agreements

25

162,428,300

63,004,615

Due to customers

26

644,483,183

516,023,247

Derivative financial instruments

16

626,804

–

Borrowed funds

27

664,368,204

286,052,999

Subordinated loans

28

58,637,886

48,864,226

Deferred grants

29

1,957,277

1,576,638

Other liabilities

30

13,142,756

7,381,421

Income tax payable

1,928,160

1,034,996

TOTAL LIABILITIES

1,689,279,548

979,869,866

31

20,353,656

20,353,656

34,989,097

34,989,097

32

10,531,368

10,531,368

Retained profits

56,330,923

31,958,614

TOTAL EQUITY

122,205,044

97,832,735

1,811,484,592

1,077,702,601

Ordinary shares
Share premium
Other reserves

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Annual report -2013

EQUITY ATTRIBUTABLE TO EQUITY HOLDERS OF THE
BANK
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CORPORATE BANKING DIVISION
The main mission of the Corporate Banking Division is to provide financial services to a client segment comprised
of more than 450 private sector enterprises, state-owned enterprises (SOE), government ministries and agencies,
project and program offices, international organizations, etc. XacBank has established relationships and is delivering
banking services to more than 30 percent of our target group clients.

BUSINESS LOAN
PROTFOLIO

547.8
Billion MNT

PROFIT

86.9%
PROJECT LOAN
PROTFOLIO

128.5

For XacBank, 2013 was a year of keen efforts both to increase the number of banking services provided to each and
every customer, as well as to expand the total number of banking products available to our clients.
XacBank’s policy of providing customer-tailored banking services to each and every client segment has been
accomplished successfully in accordance with a 5-year strategic plan approved by the Board of Directors. XacBank
has been also successful in improving efficiency and providing cost savings to our clients by creating and offering
optimal bundles of financial products. These product bundles are not only limited to the conventional banking
services, but also include other products and services that are offered by affiliated companies of Tenger Financial
Group. These other additional products and services offered to our clients include investment banking, insurance
services and financial leasing.

PLANET

Billion MNT

147.1%

XacBank provides banking services to corporate clients through so-called Business Service Centers (BSCs). In
2013, these BSCs have been refocused and reorganized to offer industry-specific products for our clients in the
construction, infrastructure, mining, manufacturing, and trade sectors. Qualified experts are now appointed to
oversee current status and developments of each and every strategically important sector of the economy. These
experts provide invaluable advice on customization and tailoring of products, so that it meets not only short-term,
but also medium and long term goals of our clients. Their advice and product tailoring also provide opportunities
to meet the funding needs of our clients through co-finance facilities with international financial institutions. These
co-financing arrangements also contribute to reduction of funding costs of our clients.
In creating customer-tailored product bundles, we give the highest priority to building an optimal mix which would
enable our customers to mitigate their financial risks. Primary focus is given to the exchange rate risk due to rather
volatile environment the country has experienced in the past.
One of our top strategic priorities is to become a bank of primary choice when it comes to the transactional banking.
In order to meet this strategic goal, Xac Bank has been steadily improving its IT technologies and increasing number
of channels through which our customers can access the transactional banking services. For instance, we are
planning to introduce specific IT modules to our clients who are in need for better cash management solutions.
Corporate banking division has been gradually strengthening its correspondent banking relationships. In 2013, we
established several new business relationships with a number of internationally reputable financial institutions.
These institutions are CommerzBank, the Bank of China, and Korea Exchange Bank. As a result, handling of USD,
EUR, Chinese Yuan and Korean Won transactions of our clients have been improved substantially.
In 2013, XacBank's fee income from international transfers soared by 52 percent, and number of international
transfers increased by 47 percent. Currently, XacBank provides international payment and settlement services in 9
different currencies and covers 68 countries.
Also in 2013, XacBank organized numerous training activities to raise awareness of our clients regarding trade
finance products which are quite common internationally, but rarely used in Mongolia (e.g. LC refinancing, ECA, etc).
Our clients have been benefiting from these training activities, and the numbers of customers who use trade finance
products on a regular basis have increased by more than 70 percent.
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It might be worth noting that slowdown of the mining sector had some negative spillovers on the business volumes
of XacBank. The final effect, however, was rather trivial due to small size of our exposure to the mining sector. In
addition, diversification into other sectors, including manufacturing, trade, and agriculture allowed us to fully offset
the negative impact caused by the mining sector.
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CUSTOMER MEETINGS AND TRAINING SESSIONS
In 2013, XacBank organized club-meetings and special training sessions for 250 corporate clients and higher
medium companies in Ulaanbaatar and its surrounding districts. These meetings and sessions were aimed to learn
more about rapidly evolving needs of our customers, and to increase awareness of new products and services offered
by the bank. These activities strengthen our partnerships with clients by promoting dialogue and a higher level of
cooperation.

BUSINESS BANKING

In 2012, XacBank started to provide clearing-bank services to stock-brokers and trading companies. These services
were conducted under the aegis of a 3-year reform program of the Mongolian Stock Exchange managed by the
London Stock Exchange (LME). In 2013 alone, stock exchange related transactions processed by XacBank reached
MNТ 13.5 billion. These transactions were made by 43 stock-brokers and trading companies on behalf of more than
1000 customers.
SME BANKING DIVISION
We believe that SME's belong in the key driving segments of the growth of the Mongolian economy. Therefore, we
put a lot of effort to help our SME clients to grow their businesses and thrive financially by providing them products
and services which best suits their needs.
In 2013, SME loan portfolio increased by 54.6 percent compared to the previous year and reached MNТ 272.1
billion. As a result, the SME loans represented roughly 26 percent of the total loan portfolio of XacBank. It might be
worth noting that price-stabilization programs (PSPs) funded by the Central Bank were the key drivers of the growth
of the SME loans. These programs fueled financing at concessional rates to various sectors of economy, including
construction, manufacturing, transport, petroleum imports to name just a few. It might be also worth mentioning here
that rapid depreciation of the Mongolian currency has contributed to the growth of the SME portfolio, but the growth
net of depreciation still remained impressive, over 40 percent.

SME Loan Portfolio /billion MNT/
Project Loan Portfolio /billion MNT/

2012

2013

175.9

272.1

54.8

128.5

Rapid growth of the SME loans have caused certain challenges, but these challenges were handled rather smoothly
by experienced staff, which were hired last year, and also by improvements in our credit risk management systems.
XacBank is actively participating in SME related projects funded by big donors and international financial
institutions. For instance, XacBank served as channeling bank to Two-Step Loan Project funded by the Japanese
Bank for International Cooperation. Loans granted under these project provided business owners with medium-term
financing at quite attractive rates and conditions. Therefore, the project has provided invaluable assistance to many
SME's in Mongolia by meeting their capital expenditure needs.
XacBank also participated in a project funded by Global Climate Partnership Fund S.A., SICAV-SIF which is managed
by Deutsche Bank. The project is aimed at providing financing to SME's which produce energy efficient products.
In addition, the project provides mortgage opportunities to clients who are looking for residencies with lower energy
consumption. In 2013, XacBank spent significant efforts to identify clients and projects which would qualify for green
financing. Rapidly growing energy prices in Mongolia contributes to increase of green projects, and utilization of
funds provided by Deutsche Bank will be increasing in upcoming years.

XACREWARDS PROGRAM TO PROMOTE BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS
In April 2013, XacBank launched XacRewards Program which was designed to promote customers' satisfaction and
long-term business partnerships. XacRewards Program was the first loyalty program implemented in Mongolia’s
banking and financial sector. The program assigns loyalty scores to each and every customer in accordance with
the balance maintained on current accounts and the number of transactions. Accumulated points leads to a loyalty
score which enables clients to receive discounts on XacBank’s financial products, and participate in promotions
offered by our partners.
At its launch, the program covered 500 clients and customers – a number which grew steadily to 1,334 by the end
of the year. Survey results suggest that the program has significantly contributed to acquisition and retention of
customers. Almost 93% of respondents to the survey indicated that they were satisfied with the program.
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It might be worth noting here that the above-mentioned project funded by Deutsche Bank is not the only initiative of
XacBank towards the eco-banking. Indeed, XacBank is implementing several initiatives, and the most noticeable one
is IFC's Sustainable Energy Finance Project, which started in May 2013. Under aegis of this project IFC has provided
invaluable assistance to XacBank in establishing a separate business line which will address environmentally
friendly projects of our customers. IFC advisory services helped the bank in the following areas
- outline general strategies regarding the sustainable energy finance,
- train relevant staff (e.g. relationship managers and credit risk staff),
- identify bankable eco-projects through off-site investigations and on-site visits.
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A pipeline resulted from these off-site and on-site researches now include energy efficiency and renewable energy
projects. We have strong believes that these energy saving/efficiency projects will be one of the most-demanded
products due to their cost saving potentials especially with regard to rapidly increasing energy prices.
The amount of current, savings and time deposits attracted from our SME clients increased by more than 70 percent
(to 82.4 billion MNT) compared to the previous year. Demand deposits were the major factor causing the growth,
and they represented roughly 64 percent of the newly attracted funds. The number of accounts increased by 42.2
percent, reaching 15,159.
2012

2013

Number of SME current accounts

10,049

14,400

SME current account portfolios /billion MNT/

20,128

36,522

610

759

28,017

45,829

Number of SME savings accounts
SME savings account portfolios /billion MNT/

Continuous efforts to improve and customize our products and services have been made with support of local
think-tanks and International Financial Institutions. For instance, in 2013, International Finance Corporation have
conducted comprehensive diagnostics of our SME clients. Based on results of these diagnostics, IFC and XacBank
have identified key priority areas which require further improvements and fine-tuning. To name just a few, these
improvements include upgrades to products and services, development of sales and delivery channels, expansion of
non-financial and advisory services, enhancements of credit risk management systems. The above mentioned IFC’s
project will be implemented further for 2-3 years starting from the second half of 2014, and it will help XacBank to
achieve market leadership and excellence in SME banking.

INSTITUTIONAL CUSTOMER
Established in 2006, OchirDaginas LLC specializes in the production of sausages, meat, and meat products. Initially,
the Company held its operations on rented premises, but in 2007, they completed the construction of their own
factory, which met all the required sanitary standards set forth in the industry. This new facility further enabled the
Company to produce their sausage and meat products with their own unique taste and high quality.
OchirDagnias LLC started its relationship with XacBank in 2009 when it obtained a MNT 100.0 million loan from
the Bank in order to finance its working capital deficit. In 2010, they put this loan to a good use by updating the
factory equipment to increase their capabilities as well as to further improve their product quality. In June 2011, they
obtained MNT 100.0 million from XacLeasing LLC in order to purchase additional equipment, which increased their
production capacity to 7 to 8 tons per day.
Furthermore, in 2012, with a MNT 150 million project loan funded by JICA, the Company purchased new equipment
and incorporated new technology in order to begin the production of canned meat products. As a result, they were
able to produce 10 tons of 35 different products per day, including boiled semi-smoked sausages and double
smoked sausages, liverwurst, hot dogs, jelly, smoked horse meat, smoked pork, and bacon.
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As production continued to grow for the Company, so did the number of their employees, and their factory was
no longer sufficient to house all of them. In order to reduce employee turnover, create new jobs, and increase its
employees’ social welfare, the Company constructed a brand new 547m2 facility, which was financed by XacBank as
well. The new factory began operations in December 2013.
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Since 2009, XacBank has financed various loan credit to OchirDaginas 14 times, each loan worth between MNT
22.5-650.0 million. These loans include financial leasing, equipment financing, current assets financing as well as
factory construction financing; not only that, but the Company also actively uses many of the Bank’s other products
and services, including current and deposit accounts, internet banking, international transfers, salary cards for its
employees, and loans.
Currently, the Company is a leader in meat and meat product production and in the trade industry due to the high
quality of its products, expertise of its employees, and its social responsibility. As such, OchirDaginas is able to
serve its healthy and high quality products not only to Mongolian customers, but foreign markets as well.

RETAIL BANKING

In 2013, the Retail Banking turned its attention to the improvement of our products, services, and processes by
expanding electronic channels and its facilitation in retail transactions to provide more efficient complete products
and services to our clients.
LOAN
In 2013, the Bank issued loans amounting to MNT 582.2 billion, with the retail loan portfolio reaching MNT 472.1
billion. Compared to last year, the total loan disbursement and total loan portfolio increased by 56.9 percent and 41.3
percent, respectively. Of the loans issued, 32.3 percent were for business, 50.3 percent for consumption, and 17.5
percent for housing purposes.

Indicators
LOAN AMOUNT

582.2
Billion MNT

56.9%

28.8%

13/12(%)

Number of loans disbursed

141,853

106,532

33

Loan amount (billion MNT)

582.2

371.1

57

Total number of active loans

95,232

82,355

16

472.1

334.2

41

5.0

4.1

21

Outstanding Loan Portfolio (billion MNT)

NUMBER OF
CHILDREN’S DEPOSIT

191,550
Billion MNT

Number of borrowers

Loan portfolio

TOTAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN

20.1%

6.5%
24.9%

33.3%

32.4%

68.6%

34.3%

Microloan
Mortgage
Consumption

Microloan
Mortgage
Consumption

MORTGAGE LOANS
The Bank issued MNT 38 billion of mortgage loans from its own funds and helped 1,492 families to purchase
apartments and houses. In the second half of 2013, under the “Construction industry development support and
housing price stabilization” program, the Government of Mongolia together with Central Bank of Mongolia started
“8(±1) percent housing mortgage” sub-program which enables low to middle-income families to purchase
apartments while promoting secondary mortgage market.
The Bank has been an active participant in development of secondary mortgage market since 2007 by collaborating
with Mongolian Mortgage Corporation /MMC/ on implementation of several housing finance development programs
funded by international and government projects. Therefore, the Bank has contributed actively in the implementation
of the “8 (±1) percent mortgages” program and by the end of 2013, the total mortgage portfolio reached MNT 107
billion. The Bank has issued new mortgage loans to 1,190 families, and transferred existing 1,584 regular mortgage
loans into the program successfully. In 2013 the Bank sold portfolio of MNT 14.7 billion to the MMC under the 8(±1)
percent mortgage program.
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Billion MNT

2012

Average loan size (million MNT)

DEPOSIT PORTFOLIO

486.2

2013
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BAASANDULAM Batjargal
“I am an ordinary woman who works as an elementary class teacher at the 87th secondary school in Bayanzurkh
district, Ulaanbaatar city, Mongolia. My husband and I used to live in a rental apartment just like any other newly
wedded couples in Mongolia. We have opened the deposit account in purpose to purchase our own apartment and
this event has contributed a lot to fulfill my desire, and after short period of time my deposit balance reached the
amount where I could afford a down payment. At the same time, the 8(+1) percent mortgage program was introduced,
so we made a loan application to XacBank. Although there were many citizens who wanted to receive an 8 percent
mortgage loan, XacBank was able to process my loan application without any delays, withing it in 2 working days.
We are very grateful to XacBank for giving us the opportunity to purchase our dream home, and we wish success and
all the best to the employees of the Bank.”

MICROFINANCE
In 2013, the Bank has financed 21,809 new and existing micro and small entrepreneurs to meet their financial
needs with loan amount totaled MNT 187.5 billion. At the end of 2013, the micro and small business loan portfolio
comprises 32.4 percent of the Bank’s retail loan portfolio, and active micro and small borrowers account for 24.9
percent of the Banks’ retail borrowers.
Gender

50%

Female

Location

50%

Male

56%

Urban

44%

Rural

Within the scope of KIVA program which implemented in 2009, the Bank has disbursed MNT 2.1 billion to 821
borrowers in 2013. At the end of 2013, the number of active borrowers reached 970, with outstanding portfolio of
about MNT 1.5 billion. In order to facilitate future savings among micro clients, KIVA’s savings incentive program
covered 349 KIVA borrowers who paid off their loans without any delinquency, allowing 9 percent of the interest that
they paid to go straight to savings accounts worth a total of MNT 11.3 million.
In June 2013, the Bank started insurance brokerage service by offering products of 6 biggest insurance companies
of Mongolia to our clients. In 2013, 4,196 clients have been covered by life, health, property, mortgage, and liability
insurance. This insurance allows them to manage unexpected risks of their businesses and personal lives.
In 2007, in order to support micro and small entrepreneurs, who have potential to run their businesses successfully
but have inadequate collateral to meet regular loan requirements, the Bank started “Slash fund” loan allowing them
to get the desired loan amount. As of 2013, MNT 8.9 billion was disbursed to 2,115 customers who did not meet
collateral requirements. The loan portfolio reached MNT 7.3 billion for 2,537 customers at the end of the year.
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The Bank has been actively cooperating with international, domestic, and government organizations on implementation
of programs for supporting self-employed, micro and small entrepreneurs to decrease unemployment by offering
loans with attractive features. In 2013, around 3,612 of our customers have benefited from these program loans.
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The Bank continued its franchising service by supporting savings and credit cooperatives, which were initiated
by residents of remote rural areas and who have limited opportunities to access financial services and stable
microfinance services. In 2013, under the franchising service, 49 SCCs were provided ongoing technical assistance,
advisory and financial services.

RETAIL BANKING

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES
The Bank started providing technical assistance (TA) services to “TianRong” Micro Credit Company, which was
joint venture of TenGer Financial Group, International Finance Corporation, MAK, Xinjiang Longhaida, and Shanghai
Junhe, in Urumqi city, Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region of China in September 2012. Under the projected 3 years
TA program, the Bank committed to support and implement best microfinance practices to better suit the domestic
market specifics and help TianRong MCC to become a strong role model with sustainable operations in the region.
As of 2013, 13 specialists in 5 missions from the Bank were sent to provide proposed TA services. As of the end
of 2013, TianRong MCC was operating 3 branches with more than 40 staff, managing 545 active borrowers’ loan
portfolio amounting CNY 99 million with total asset of CNY 103 million. TianRong outperformed initial target within
the first operational year.

BADAMTSETSEG Byambadorj
“My occupation is the base of my life. I am an agrarian and I love being one. I would say the most valuable thing is
my occupation…”
Mrs.Badamtsetseg grows organic vegetables in greenhouses and supplies local residents with fresh, healthy
products straight from the field.
She graduated her college as an agricultural technician and worked at Devshil Trade LLC in Orkhon province for 6
years. Afterwards, she moved to Ulaanbaatar city in 2004 with her family and started her own business based on her
years of experience. She and her husband have run their organic vegetable growing and sales business on their plot
of land for 11 years, and her 2 children work at the field during their school breaks.
“I have started my experience in financial services by receiving my first micro business loan from XacBank in March
2013. The loan allowed me to increase my seasonal plantation and expand my business. I have been informed about
different types of banking products and services, along with micro business management training opportunities. I
also received information about “Slush Fund” loans which are dedicated funds to support micro entrepreneurs who
are not are able to meet regular loan requirements but have the potential to repay a loan.”
Growing vegetables in a greenhouse allows agrarians to extend the planting season from March until November,
which is at least 4 months longer than the regular plantation season in Mongolia’s harsh and cold weather.
Mrs.Badamtsetsegal already had close relationship with local market retailers and supplies her fresh, healthy
products directly to retailers operating at these markets.
“I am glad that I am operating my business not for living only but also contributing to social well-being by providing
fresh and healthy products to Ulaanbaatar residents. I also generate 2 or 3 employment opportunities for unemployed
people within the area.”
Mrs.Badamtsetseg uses manual tools and equipment for her business and, in order to increase her efficiency and
productivity, seeks to replace them with modernized automated tools. Her dream is to be fully equipped with ecofriendly, economic equipment and to build more greenhouses in order to expand her business. She would also like
to employ new assistant workers and teach them how to run an agricultural business. She wants to increase the
sustainability of her business.
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“The Bank allowed me to fund my planting this year and my business operation is stable now. This is a big support
to my business as well as to my family. I am really proud of XacBank for being very supportive of micro and small
entrepreneurs who have passion and potential in their businesses.”
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CARD MANAGEMENT
In 2013, the Bank aims on service improvement and product development of payment cards which results 21 percent
increase in number of card holders from previous years and total number of card holders reached more than 177
thousand. Under the government scholarship program started in 2013, the Bank introduced the student “T” card,
which also offers discounts from companies the Bank collaborates. National brand “T” local currency card was
introduced successfully to the market.

PLANET

PROFIT

INDIVIDUAL DEPOSITS
In 2013, the individual deposit portfolio increased by 28.8 percent and reached MNT 486.2, where the total number
of accounts increased by 14.8 percent, reaching 761 thousand. Demand deposit and current account portfolio
comprises 25.9 percent of total individual deposit, short-term and long terms deposit comprises 18.4 percent and
55.7 percent respectively. In terms of products, 25.9 percent represents demand deposit and current accounts, 23.2
percent represents child deposit accounts, and 50.9 percent represents other term deposit accounts.

Indicators
NUMBER OF CARD
HOLDERS

21%

Number of current accounts
Portfolio of current accounts (billion MNT)
Number of deposit accounts
Deposit Portfolio (billion MNT)

2013

2012

13/12(%)

13/11(%)

296,818

260,196

14.1

17.7

14.1

10.6

33.0

30.8

464,206

404,422

14.8

50.2

472.1

366.6

28.8

49.2

NUMBER OF INTERNET
BANKING CUSTOMERS

60.5%

2012

3%

2013

23%
74%
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Current account
Demand deposit
Term deposit
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14.1 3%

111.5 23%
360.58 74%

Current account
Demand deposit
Term deposit
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XACLOTTO 2
In order to promote savings among the population, the Bank started XacLotto campaign from December 2012 which
results the increase of market share from 9.6 percent to 10.2 percent. More than 103 thousand depositors opened
term deposit amounting MNT 105 billion during XacLotto II campaign. Under the Bank’s concern on social wellbeing, XacLotto and XacLotto II campaigns were to promote deposits among clients to secure their future.
Under XacLotto II campaign, 5 depositors have won apartments in central area of Ulaanbaatar city each, 6 depositors
won brand new cars, 6 depositors have won trip to abroad with family, 20 children depositor have won Disneyland
trip with their parents, 10 student depositors have won annual tuition fee, 120 depositors have won MNT 1 million
each and total 251 lucky depositors have won prizes.

CHILDREN’S DEPOSITS
The Bank celebrated annual XacBoy celebration during Children’s Day, June 1st, 2013. Celebration event of children’s
show concert was co-organized with “National Geographic Kids” magazine and more than 7 thousand child
depositors and their parents have been involved in the event. As of 2013, more than 191,600 children have children’s
deposit accounts which represent 20.1 percent of total number of children of Mongolia.
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The government started its Child Money program financed from People Development Fund in 1 October 2012.
Under this program, the Bank distributes MNT 20,000 monthly allowance to more than 105,500 children of age
0-18 and almost 79 percent of these children deposit child money to their “Future Millionaire” deposit accounts.
In order to increase awareness and importance of savings and set saving behavior to children in their early ages,
the Bank organizes series of promotional campaigns dedicated for the children each year. In 2013, 20 lucky
children depositors who have deposited their monthly Child Money to their “Future Millionaire” accounts have won
Disneyland trip with their parents.
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BRANCH NETWORK

107
CUSTOMER SERVICE
CENTER, ELECTRONIC
BANKING SERVICES

24/7

АТМ

121

BRANCH NETWORK
The Bank is providing complete banking services to clients from all segment of the population through its 103
branches and 4 business service centers located in Ulaanbaatar, 21 province centers and bigger soums. In 2013,
the Bank started “Business Transformation” project to build up life-long relationship with its customers by providing
fast, reliable and qualified banking services and piloted in 4 Ulaanbaatar city and 3 rural provinces.
ONLINE BANKING SERVICES
In 2013, the Bank set forth its aim to increase efficiency, usage and coverage of electronic banking channels as well
as its security and reliability.
The Bank introduced XacInfo notification service, which informs transactions via text messages and emails to the
customers to provide them complete control over their accounts in real time.
AMAR Mobile banking users have reached over 160 thousand and more than 1.3 million transaction attempts was
registered in 2013. In addition, internet banking users have increased by 60.5 percent and number of transactions
using internet banking has increased by 144.8 percent from previous year, which shows that electronic banking
services enable users to have easier access of banking services.
MERCHANT NETWORK
In order to increase non-cash transaction among the retail customers, the Bank has increased its investment in POS
hardwares. In 2013, the Bank has successfully expanded its merchant network to 1,300, which shows 50 percent
increase from previous year. In addition, total transaction number and volume of the merchants has been increased
by 6 times from 2012.
ATM NETWORK
The Bank increased the number of ATMs by 30 and total of 121 ATMs distributed across the country to provide
banking services to cardholders. By replacing ATMs in optimal locations to cater to demand and by ensuring the
safety and security of ATM functions, the total number of transactions has quadrupled in comparison with the
previous year.
CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTER
The Bank maintains its call center that is open 24 hours a day, providing information regarding products and services
of the Bank. The call center has become an important channel for customer services, responding enquiries, receiving
complaints, as well as delivering limited services. In 2013, more than 270,000 calls were received by the call center
and 99.4 percent of all requests, complaints have been resolved.
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In order to expand its call center system capacity and bring its operation close to international best practices, the
Bank introduced “Interactive Intelligence” system, cooperating with the “Saga” Company from Republic of Serbia.
The new system brings many opportunities to facilitate better services.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

The primary objective of risk management function of the Bank is managing inherent financial and non-financial
risks within acceptable risk levels as well as providing support to business units to accomplish their business
strategies and plans. In light of this objective, the Bank has 3 hierarchical risk management phases. Herein as first
phase the Credit and Risk Management Committee (CRMC) under the Board of Directors (BoD) is ultimately in
charge of reviewing and approving risk strategies and policies. The second phase is the Risk Management Council
of TenGer Financial Group which has responsibility to provide professional guidance and direction to effectively
implement the risk management strategies and policies approved by the BoD. In the third phase, at Bank level, the
Risk Management Committee is mainly responsible for setting policies, determining risk exposure limits, developing
management strategies for identified financial and non-financial risks and monitoring them constantly in close
cooperation with further committees: Credit Committee and Asset and Liability Management Committee.
CREDIT PORTFOLIO RISK MANAGEMENT
By the end of 2013 the Bank’s loan portfolio reached MNT 1,047.1 trillion, (increased by 64.5% compared to previous
year) supported by the Government and Bank of Mongolia’s project funding, and by foreign and local commercial
funds. Additionally, the Bank maintained non-performing loans at 1.4% and loan loss provisioning at above 100%
level which became leading performance in the banking sector in Mongolia.
The main aim of our credit portfolio risk management is to avoid having major changes in the economic environment
affect our credit portfolio quality as well as avoid high concentration in one economic sector, or one loan product,
or one lender and its relevant parties. We implement our credit portfolio risk management through monitoring the
loan portfolio quality, calculating the expected loss, assessing the concentration risk and conducting the sensitivity
and stress test analysis. In order to optimize our credit portfolio management, Integrated Risk Management Division
(IRMD) provides the Bank’s executive team and the related units with necessary research, analysis, information and
reports through the Risk Management Committee meetings.
LIQUIDITY RISK MANAGEMENT
In 2013, despite some challenges in the economic situation in Mongolia, the Bank maintained enough liquid assets
in local and foreign currencies. Moreover, we are continuously upholding prudential liquidity ratios in accordance
with the requirements of Bank of Mongolia. The main objective of our liquidity risk management is to maintain
adequate level of cash and cash equivalent liquid assets to meet all payment obligations when they come due under
normal or adverse market conditions as well as to ensure the profitability by managing the funding profile adequately.
Our liquidity risk management approach starts with forecasting cash flows based on the market perspective and
analyzing the funding concentration and deposit withdrawals before their due date, with constant monitoring of
performance.

INTEREST RATE RISK MANAGEMENT
To increase the real economic sector growth, the Bank of Mongolia decreased the policy rate 3 times during the
fiscal year 2013, reducing from 13.25% to 10.5%. To support key business sectors, the Government and Bank of
Mongolia issued low cost debt funding into the banking sector, which drove the average loan interest rate down,
while interest rates on savings stayed relatively stable. As a result of the effective interest rate risk management,
we were able to maintain stable net interest margin. In order to manage the interest rate risk at acceptable level,
we determine the appropriate percentage of the Interest Rate Sensitive Assets to Liabilities Ratio based on the
macroeconomic perspective and tightly monitor its performance. We offer various products with flexible interest rates
for our customers to reduce their interest rate risk exposure and also to maintain efficient management of interest
rate risk. The Asset and Liability Management Committee (ALMC) is responsible for interest rate risk management,
while Treasury and IRMD provide support with essential research and reports.
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EXCHANGE RATE RISK
During the year 2013 increasing pressure on the country’s balance of payment occurred due to deteriorating external
trade conditions and the shrinking level of foreign investments, which caused the MNT to depreciate against the
USD. In view of the economic situation, Bank’s Treasury department maintained a cautious approach to the exchange
rate risk management. For purpose of adequate management of our exchange rate risk, we use an internal Valueat-Risk model for calculating the regulatory market risk capital. In February 2011, the Bank of Mongolia approved
our internal Value-at-Risk model, and it has been periodically refined and approval has been maintained. In order
to verify the predictive power of the Value-at-Risk calculation, we conduct back-testing involving the comparison
of hypothetical daily profits and losses with the estimates from the Value-at-Risk model while monthly reporting is
submitted to the Bank of Mongolia.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

OPERATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT
During 2013 the Operational Risk Management team finalized preparation to comply with Basel II requirements.
It acquired approval of necessary policies and procedures with grounding of proper instruction and manuals.
Moreover, to further increase the staff’s expertise and awareness of risk management participation and responsibility
in this field, we sought and obtained advice from an international recognized advisor to conduct operational risk
management training.
COMPLIANCE
Informing of all employees on new external and internal regulations and policies, providing customers with secure
financial environment, while maintaining the highest of ethical standards and reputation are the aim of compliance
function. The Bank is actively following and taking action on the latest international rules and regulatory developments
on anti-money laundering and combating financing of terrorism (AML/CFT). Within this frame, we have made
additional changes to internal policies, to be current with international standards and regulatory requirements and
conducted internal training sessions on AML/CFT issues for all related employees. The training covers essential
aspects such as familiarization with related Mongolian and International laws and regulations as well as Bank’s
internal policy, with proper instruction on identifying and reporting suspicious clients and transactions.

RATINGS BY INTERNATIONAL CREDIT
RATINGS AGENCIES
Bank understands the importance of transparency and places the upmost importance upon financial responsibilities.
Thus, since 2008, Bank has been engaged with two different internationally renowned rating agencies such as
Moody’s Investors Service and Fitch Ratings.
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In 2013, both rating agencies revised the Mongolian sovereign outlook to negative due to country's economic and
financial stability, including deterioration in its external finances. As result of this outlook change, the bank’s outlook
was revised to negative reflecting intensifying adverse developments in the Mongolian bank operating environment.
Additional rating information is available on the Bank’s website (http://www.xacbank.mn/en/330/about-xacbank/
about-khas-bank/ratings/ratings).
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BANK SECURITY MANAGEMENT

The Bank has pioneered the Mongolian banking system with the successful introduction of acomplex IT infrastructure
covering the whole banking IT system in compliance with the ISO 27001 standard The ISO 27001 certificate was
granted to the XacBank on the basis of the audit reports of AQC certification body, a JAS-ANZ accreditation body,
reporting that the XacBank has fulfilled the due standard.
Introduction of this standard ensures the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of all information assets. With each
component of the Bank Information Technology System in place, the bank product and services will be able to be
delivered to the customers in continuity and secure manner.
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Further and continuous development of the Information Security Management System is of vital importance in
keeping the customer satisfaction high, and thereby in achieving the Bank’s strategic goals. By implementing
Information Security Management Systemand create information security into the corporate culture, XacBank can
ensure that information security is a high priority.
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XacBank, as a good corporate citizen, has fully endorsed the
United Nations Global Compact and strives to incorporate
the ten principles in its corporate policies and business
operations. The Bank also aims to move the sustainable
development agenda forward on its performance related to
human rights, labour rights, the environment and the fight
against bribery and corruption through support of the Global
Compact.
HUMAN RIGHTS
Principle 1 Businesses should support and respect the
protection of internationally proclaimed human rights;
Principle 2 make sure that they are not complicit in human
rights abuses.

LABOUR
Principle 3 Business should uphold the freedom of
association and the effective recognition of the right to
collective bargaining;
Principle 4 the elimination of all forms of forced and
compulsory labour;
Principle 5 the effective abolition of child labour; and
Principle 6 the elimination of discrimination in respect of
employment and occupation
ENVIRONMENT
Principle 7 Businesses are asked to support a
precautionary approach to environmental challenges;
Principle 8 undertake initiatives to promote greater
environmental responsibility; and
Principle 9 encourage the development and diffusion of
environmentally friendly technologies
ANTI-CORRUPTION
Principle 10 Businesses should work against corruption in
all its forms, including extortion and bribery.
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ECO BANKING ACTIVITIES
XacBank started program selling eco products in 2010; the program has consisted of a number of projects funded by
the Mongolian Millennium Challenge Account, the Clean Air Fund, and the Ulaanbaatar Clean Air Project. The goal
of the program is to decrease coal usage and reduce air pollution by supplying Ger district citizens with quality, low
cost energy-saving. The Bank collaborates with companies like MicroEnergy Credits and Impact Carbon on carbon
market trading in order to make reducing carbon dioxide emissions financially sustainable.
XacBank has been nominated as a contractor for implementing an energy-saving stove project by a Government
special foundation, the Clean Air Fund (CAF). The goal of this project is in line with previous eco banking’ projects,
and this one in particular has been contributing to air pollution reduction since 31 December, 2012. The Bank
commenced its activities in January 2013 and successfully completed the CAF program on 30 November 2013.
Energy-saving stoves and low-pressure stoves were sold through 25 sales and distribution centers in 8 districts of
Ulaanbaatar, including Nalaikh and Baganuur. Altogether, 17,000 energy-saving stoves have been sold as part of this
CAF project. Committed to making its contribution to Ulaanbaatar city air pollution reduction, XacBank also works
as distributor for a similar energy-saving stoves project funded by the Ulaanbaatar Clean Air Project beginning in
October 2013; as of December 31, 2013 the Bank sold 17,778 energy-saving stoves and 4,192 water-heated low
pressure stoves through its network of 25 sales centers. Within the framework the series of projects constituting the
Eco Product Program, XacBank has distributed more than146,000 energy-saving products. These have included
energy-saving stoves, enhanced ger (yurt) insulation blankets, entrance vestibules, and other types of eco-products.
These products reduce households’ solid fuel usage by more than 46 percent.
XacBank has also provided around USD 1.0 million in green consumer loans in 2010-2012 to encourage both
renewable energy usage as well as the reduction of energy usage through energy efficiency measures.
The Bank’s 2013 target was to expand our energy-saving consumer loans with SME and project finance products.
Therefore, in collaboration with Deutsche Bank’s Global Climate Change Fund, XacBank has started proposing new
green, relatively low-interest loans to SMEs, large corporations and project implementing agencies to improve
energy saving and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This collaboration envisages project financing totaling USD
20 million in long-term, low-interest credits to businesses engaged in production, trade, or end-use of products
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The beneficiaries of these loan products could be business entities engaged
in any sector of the economy. Currently, greenhouse gas emission reduction program project borrowers represent
energy-saving construction material producers, buyers of energy-saving housing, and bio-fuel producers.
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Although XacBank is a pioneer in the Mongolian market by introducing energy-saving and renewable energy
financing, in order to resolve the environmental problems of Mongolia and to support Mongolia’s transformation
to green economy, the Bank still needs to further develop its internal institutional capacities. Therefore, the Bank
signed an agreement with International Finance Corporation (IFC) on consulting services for capacity development
and improving credit-products related to energy-saving and renewable energy markets. The consulting services
’terms of reference put an emphasis on the Bank’s internal institutional capacity, focusing on improving the financing
of energy-saving and renewable energy related products. The Eco Banking division of the Bank has been trained
with a training course titled, “Sustainable energy Financing,” organized and run by an experienced IFC Project team.
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SOCIAL AND FINANCIAL EDUCATION
FOR THE YOUTH

PEOPLE

Aspire Program. In 2009, the Bank started Aspire Program jointly with the World Women’s Bank in order to deliver
financial education for 14-18 year old boys and girls. From 2010 we have extended this program by including both
boys and girls financial education classes are taught to high school students nationwide in collaboration with general
education schools in 13 modules. Altogether 3,500 school children from 117 schools were covered by the program
in 2013 helping to develop the skills to manage their finances themselves and save effectively.

PLANET

PROFIT

Aflatoun Program. The Aflatoun Program delivers social and financial education to 8-13 year olds, and has been
successfully implemented in around 100 countries across the planet. The Program covered 2,500 school children
in 17 schools in urban and rural areas. The Program consists of 30 hours of extra-curricular education based on
active involvement and participation. As a result, school children learn to express themselves, achieve their place in
society, find groups that they belong to, make decisions or find solutions by analysing problems critically, and learn
to appreciate the value of money and its use.

Aflatoun Program is advertised as an open “financial education” class for 2,500 school children and 75 teachers
in 17 school located in Ulaanbaatar and its surrounding regions. The classes advocated student-centered training
environment in which the students learn to become self-confident and socially responsible people.
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As of 2013, more than 35 thousand school
children were covered nationwide with these
financial and social education programs initiated
and implemented by XacBank.
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The plan for this academic year was to teach classes within the framework of Temuulel program to 3,091 pupils of
general education schools. As of 31 December, 2013, classes were taught to 3,540 pupils. These classes on financial
education were taught in 117 schools nationwide.

PARTNERSHIP
FOR PROGRESS
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The current success of the Bank could not be
realized without the supports from many partnering
organizations.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY:
A GLOSSARY OF BASIC TERMS
Code of conduct
A code of conduct is a set of rules and regulations, guidelines and management principles governing the way in
which the employees of a company are expected to behave. It encapsulates a company’s core values, which should
form part of the fabric of its day-to-day activities. In other words, a code of conduct lays down the required standard
of behavior for the company as a whole.
Compliance
Compliance – as the name suggests – refers to the systems and procedures within a company to ensure that it
is in compliance with the applicable guidelines and statutory requirements. Companies should have a dedicated
Compliance unit or designated officer for this purpose, responsible for checking that they are adhering to the relevant
Mongolian and international regulations and legislation in respect of insider trading and money laundering, for
instance.
Corporate citizenship
Corporate citizenship is the term used to describe the relationship between a company and its local environment.
It covers the philanthropic activities of a company and its employees, as well as sponsorship, which is of mutual
benefit.
Corporate governance
Corporate governance sets out the framework for the transparent management and monitoring of a company. The
recommendations of the Mongolian Corporate Governance Code, mainly designed for listed companies, serve to
create transparency and underpin confidence that a company is being managed in a responsible manner. In
particular, they afford protection to the shareholders of a company.
Corporate responsibility
Corporate responsibility describes the extent to which a company is aware of – and lives up to – its responsibilities
in those areas where its activities have an impact on society, the employees of that company, the environment
and the business landscape. In other words, corporate responsibility embodies a corporate philosophy based on
transparency, ethical behavior and respect for the various stakeholders. It is an umbrella term, encompassing
sustainability, corporate governance and corporate citizenship.
Corporate social responsibility
Corporate social responsibility covers all company’s activities and programs designed to better preserve and protect
the society in which we live for future generations, in the context of sustainable development. It is a key element of
corporate responsibility.
Global Compact
The Global Compact is an initiative of the United Nations. Companies that sign up to the Global Compact undertake
to advance ten universal principles in the areas of human rights, labour, the environment and anti-corruption.
Global Reporting Initiative
The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is a multi-stakeholder process and independent institution, whose mission is
to develop and disseminate globally applicable Sustainability Reporting Guidelines.
Information Disclosure (also Public Disclosure)
The process of providing information to the affected local communities and other stakeholders that is timely,
accessible, understandable, and in the appropriate local languages. For companies with potential adverse impacts,
information on the purpose, nature and scale of the company, and any potential risks to and potential impacts on such
local communities should be included.
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Social and Environmental Assessment
The process of evaluating and addressing potential social and environmental impacts and risks of a company and
identifying any mitigation or corrective measures that will enable the company to meet the requirements of the
Performance Standards, applicable domestic laws and local regulations, and any additional priorities and objectives
for social or environmental performance identified by the client.
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Social and Environmental Impact Assessment
The Social and Environmental Impact Assessment report focuses on the significant issues of a company and predict
and assesses the company’s likely positive and negative impacts, in quantitative terms to the extent possible.
Examines global, trans-boundary, and cumulative impacts as appropriate. Impact assessment includes baseline
data, alternatives analysis and management program.
Social and Environmental Management System
The Social and Environmental Management System includes the organizational structure, responsibilities, policies,
procedures and practices, and resources, and is essential for successfully implementing the company-specific
management program developed through the social and environmental assessment of its operational impact. A good
management system enables continuous improvement of the company’s social and environmental performance, and
can lead to improved economic, financial, social and environmental outcomes.
Social and/or Environmental Audits Report
Report focuses on (i) compliance of existing facilities and operations with relevant laws and regulations, and
applicable International Finance Corporation (IFC) Performance Standards; and (ii) the nature and extent of
significant adverse environmental impacts.
Sustainability
Sustainability is a holistic concept, based on an ecologically compatible, socially just and economically effective
approach to development. That means using resources carefully, responsibly and efficiently – with a view to the here
and now and generations to come.

MICROFINANCE CLIENT PROTECTION
PRINCIPLES
XacBank has endorsed the Microfinance Client Protection Principles, initiated by the Center for Financial Inclusion
and promoted by the Smart Campaign* in 2009. These principles are at core of the Bank’s business operations
and will be further implemented to strengthen its trust-building with the clients and customers in terms of being
transparent in the pricing, terms and conditions of all financial products.
Avoidance of Over-Indebtedness. Providers will take reasonable steps to ensure that credit will be extended only if
borrowers have demonstrated an adequate ability to repay and loans will not put borrowers at significant risk of over
indebtedness. Similarly, providers will take adequate care that noncredit, financial products (such as insurance)
extended to low-income clients are appropriate.
Transparent Pricing. The pricing, terms, and conditions of financial products (including interest charges, insurance
premiums, all fees, etc.) will be transparent and will be adequately disclosed in a form understandable to clients.
Appropriate Collections Practices. Debt collection practices of providers will not be abusive or coercive.
Ethical Staff Behavior. Staff of financial service providers will comply with high ethical standards in their interaction
with microfinance clients and such providers will ensure that adequate safeguards are in place to detect and correct
corruption or mistreatment of clients.
Mechanisms for Redress of Grievances. Providers will have in place timely and responsive mechanisms for
complaints and problem resolution for their clients.
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Privacy of Client Data. The privacy of individual client data will be respected, and such data cannot be used for other
purposes without the express permission of the client (while recognizing that providers of financial services can play
an important role in helping clients achieve the benefits of establishing credit histories).
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Countries: Currencies

SWIFT code

Account number

China: CNY, USD
Agricultural Bank of China Inner
Mongolia Branch, Erlian City

ABOCCNBJ050

05999901040000095 (CNY)
05999914040000080 (USD)

Australia: AUD
Australian and New Zealand Banking Group
Limited, Melbourne

ANZBAU3M

920983AUD00001 (AUD)

Germany: EUR
Commerzbank AG, Frankfurt am Main

COBADEFF

400878578400EUR

Japan: JPY, USD
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation,
Tokyo

SMBCJPJT

4347 (JPY)
3625 (USD)

Korea: USD
Kookmin Bank, Seoul

CZNBKRSE

772-8-USD-01-3

Korea: USD, KRW
Korea Exchange Bank, Seoul

KOEXKRSE

0963-THR-050920016 (USD)
0963-FRW-001000085 (KRW)

Cananda: CAD
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce,
Toronto

CIBCCATT

1818813 (CAD)

Russia: EUR, GBP, RUB, USD
Sberbank (Savings Bank of the Russian
Federation), Moscow

SABR RU MM

30111978700000000536 (EUR)
30111826700000000536 (GBP)
30111810800000000536 (RUB)
30111840100000000536 (USD)

China: CNY, USD
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China,
Erlian City

ICBKCNBJNMA

0610040629200108396 (CNY)
0610040629200108795 (USD)

China: CNY
Bank of China, Erlian City

BKCHCNBJ89N

155628273504

United States: USD
Deutsche Bank Trust Co. Americas, New
York

BKTRUS33

04-434-754 (USD)

Germany: EUR
HypoVereinsbank, Munich

HYVEDEMM

69 109 012

Belgium: EUR
ING NV/SA Belgium, Brussels

BBRUBEBB010

301-0104743-64-(EUR)

Japan: JPY
The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd.,
Tokyo

BOTKJPJT

653-0468959 (JPY)

50,936,385.53			
2-4 years
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is a
multilateral development bank, using investment as a tool to help build
market economies. Since its establishment in 1991, European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development has become the largest financial
investor in its region of operations which stretches from central Europe
to central Asia and the southern and eastern Mediterranean. EBRD
provides project financing for banks, industries and businesses.
www.ebrd.com

16,541,000
		2 years
RosEvroBank is one of the members of RosEvroGroup. RosEvroBank
offers a wide range of services for all their customers, from individuals
and small businesses, to corporations and government entities.
RosEvroBank is committed to lending in support of economic growth.
Loans and commitments originated and renewed totaled RUB 54 billion
as of 31 December 2012. www.rosevrobank.com

8,270,500 			
2 years
BlueOrchard Finance, S.A. is a leading asset manager, with specific
expertise in debt financing for microfinance institutions worldwide. In
2012, BlueOrchard Finance S.A. was appointed as a Fund Manager
of Microfinance Initiative for Asia Debt Fund (MIFA). MIFA is the first
microfinance initiative of its size to exclusively target Asian microfinance
institutions. www.blueorchard.com

40,525,450 			
2-3 years
responsAbility Investments AG is one of the world’s leading independent
asset managers specializing in the development-related sectors of
emerging economies such as finance, agriculture, health, education
and energy. Founded in 2003, responsAbility currently has assets
under management of USD 1.8 billion, which are invested in over 400
companies in around 80 countries. www.responsability.com

23,157,400
		8 years
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) is a member of the World
Bank Group. In FY 2013, IFC invested $ 18.3 billion in 612 projects, of
which $6.6 billion went to the poorest countries eligible to borrow from the
World Bank’s International Development Association. IFC also mobilized
an additional $ 6.5 billion to support the private sector in developing
countries. The IFC offers investment, advisory, and asset management
services to encourage private sector development. www.ifc.org

7,443,450 			
6 years
SNS Bank is a Dutch retail bank that caters to both companies and
individuals. SNS Bank is an indirect shareholder in Triple Jump through
the ASN Bank, its wholly owned subsidiary. The SNS Institutional
Microfinance Funds (SIMF I and SIMF II) offer institutional investors the
opportunity to invest in microfinance. www.triplejump.eu

39,894,804.66 			
4-10 years
KfW Group is a state-owned development bank of Germany. Since its
founding in 1948, KfW has been supporting change and encouraging
forward-looking ideas-in Germany, Europe and throughout the world.
DEG, a subsidiary of KfW, promotes business initiative in developing and
emerging market countries as a contribution to sustainable growth and
improved living conditions of the local population. www.kfw.de

35,023,677.50 		2-3 years
Symbiotics is an investment boutique specialized in emerging,
sustainable and inclusive finance which offers research, advisory and
asset management services. Since 2004, Symbiotics has invested
over USD 1.5 billion in more than 200 microfinance institutions in 50
emerging countries, working with more than 28 investment funds and
many institutional investors. www.symbioticsgroup.com

49,623,000
		3 years
Cyrano is a corporation specialized in financial institutions and
investment funds that service small businesses. Cyrano employs
international business standards and generates high quality financial
information, which has allowed Cyrano to provide structured services to
its clients. The assets managed by Cyrano overall are currently invested
in 27 companies in 11 countries as of December 31, 2012.
www.cyrano-management.com

13,232,800 			
2 years
International Investment Bank (IIB) is a multilateral institution for
development, which assists in social and economic development.
The Bank grants loans primarily through the leading national financial
institutions with the participation of the state, development banks, export
and import banks and agencies; or it lends in partnership with other
international institutions for development. www.iibbank.com

23,629,350
		3 years
Triodos Investment Management, a wholly owned subsidiary of Triodos
Bank, manages 18 sustainable investment funds. Triodos Faire Share
Fund, managed by Triodos Investment Management, is one of the first
funds enabling Dutch private investors to invest in microfinance. The fund
provides finance to financial institutions that demonstrate a sustainable
approach toward providing financial services to under-served client
groups. www.triodos.com

4,962,300
		5 years
Bank im Bistum Essen eG (BiB) was founded in 1966 and is based in
Essen, Germany. BiB has supported poverty alleviation through global
financial inclusion by funding microfinance institutions directly as well
as through its microfinance investment vehicles KCD-Mikrofinanzfonds I
“Global” and KCD Mikrofinanzfonds II “Lateinamerika”. www.bibessen.de

4,962,300 			
7 years
The Incofin Impulse Microfinance Investment Fund was launched in
2004 by Incofin and other Belgian financial groups such as KBC Bank
Volksvermogen and Volksdepositokas (VDK) Spaarbank. The fund invests
in microfinance institutions through loans and debt securities. VDK
Spaarbank is one of the main shareholders of Incofin. VDK Spaarbank
grants loans to large and well-developed MFIs. www.incofin.com

24,811,500 			
5 years
PROPARCO is the Investment and Promotions company for Economic
Cooperation. Created in 1977, PROPARCO is a Development Financial
Institution partly held by Agence Française de Développement (AFD)
and private shareholders from the North and South. PROPARCO
finances operations which are economically viable, socially equitable,
environmentally sustainable and financially profitable. www.proparco.fr

24,811,500 			
5 years
Deutsche Bank serves as the investment manager for the Global Climate
Partnership Fund S.A. which was created by the German Ministry of
the Environment and KfW in 2009. The fund focuses on delivering
financing for the projects in the area of energy efficiency and renewable
energy in emerging and developing countries. The final beneficiaries of
GCPF mainly comprise households, home owner associations, leasing
companies and SMEs. www.gcpf.lu

4,135,250 			
6 years
ASN-Novib Microkredietfonds was established in 1999 by ASN Bank
and Oxfam Novib. It was the first mutual retail fund for MFIs in the
Netherlands. Triple Jump is the investment manager of the ANMF. The
fund enables individuals to invest in MFIs by purchasing shares sold
by ASN Bank. The goal of the fund is to encourage broader participation
by all types of entrepreneurs in the market economies of developing
countries. www.triplejump.eu

33,942,816.25 		5-10 years
The Netherlands Development Finance Company (FMO-Nederlandse
Financierings-Maatschappij voor Ontwikkelinglanden N.V) is a bilateral
private-sector development bank based in the Hague, the Netherlands.
It was founded in 1970 by Dutch government and business community.
FMO supports sustainable private sector growth in developing and
emerging markets by investing in enterprises and financial institutions.
www.fmo.nl

19,573,516.12 		3 years
Oikocredit is one of the world’s largest sources of private funding to the
microfinance sector. It provides credit and equity to small businesses
through microfinance institutions across the developing world and
directly to trade cooperatives, and small-to-medium sized enterprises
(SMEs). Oikocredit offers funding to partners in close to 70 countries
and attracts investments in 15 countries worldwide. www.oikocredit.coop
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
PARTNERS
“MicroFinance Development Fund (MDF)”, World Bank
Aims to expand the outreach of microfinance services in rural areas. The Bank disburses MDF’s loan through its branches in UB, Uvurkhangai,
Zavhan, Gove Altay, Dornogovi, Umnugovi, Selenge, Khentii and Hovd aimags. The Bank has disbursed, through its UB, Uvurkhangai,
Zavhan, Govi Altay, Dornogovi, Umnugovi, Selenge, Khentii and Hovd aymag center branches, total loans of MNT 2.2 billion to 524 micro
entrepreneurs. Started in November 2002

Support for Micro Business, ADRA, Mongolia
Project aims at supporting low-income and socially vulnerable ger-district residents in the capital city who have limited access to financial
services to start micro businesses. Total loans of MNT 235.9 million were disbursed to 97 business clients during 2013.
Started in August 2007

Joint lending to SMES supplying to Oyu Tolgoi Ltd
XacBank signed an agreement with Oyu Tolgoi Ltd to jointly support SMEs supplying to the mining development in Umnugovi province. The
Bank received project loan fund worth USD 295.2 million to provide discounted fee loans to local 54 customers.
Started in 2011

Mongolian Government’s SME Support Fund and Ulaanbaatar Mayor’s office jointly incorporated City Micro Business Project successfully in
2013. A main goal of this project is to offer a loan with discounted interest rate and all borrowers involved in the project were attended in basic
small business skills and financial literacy training in an incubator center that is member of Union of Business Incubator centers of Mongolia.
In the result, we have disbursed the micro loan to 179 low income people with total loan of MNT 210.5 million 100 percent of the all borrowers
live in urban area in Ulaanbaatar city and 43 percent of total borrowers were disabled people.
Started in 2011
Employment Generation Support Fund (EGSF), Ministry of Labor
XacBank disburses the Employment creation loan of Employment Generation Support Fund by Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor to
individuals and entrepreneurs who want to create new jobs or retain existing jobs, in Bulgan, Dundgovi, Darhan-Uul aimags and districts. In
2013, total loans of MNT 1834.3 million to 451 borrowers.
Started in May 2002

Supporting organic farming
In 2010, XacBank and MNCCI, Petrovis, Max Group and Energy Resources LLC implemented the second phase for “Organic Mongolia”
project. The partnering organisations raised a total of MNT350 million in fund to which XacBank invested MNT200 million. The program
disbursed MNT 1.8 billion to 1100 farmers in support of their farming businesses.
Started in 2010

“Vittana organization”
Vittana foundation was founded in 2008. Vittana headquartered in USA is a worldwide non-profit organization. The mission of this organization
is to help student’s trough out the world afford higher education and lift them out of poverty. Since its founding, Vittana has grown and
expanded its programs into more than a dozen countries and helped thousands of students. Vittana has disbursed loans of 500 million tugrug
to more than 400 students, since collaborated with the XacBank.

Rural Agribusiness Support Program (RASP), Mercy Corps Mongolia
The project’s aim is to help expanding agribusinesses in central and southern Mongolia. The program is implemented in Dornogovi,
Umnugovi, Dundgovi, Bayanhongor, Arkhangai, Zavhan, Suhbaatar and Hovd aimags. In 2013, Bank disbursed MNT 231.9 million to 175
herders and agribusinesses.
Started in March 2004
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Rural Poverty Alleviation Program (RPAP), IFAD
Aims to reduce the poverty of poor rural people and households. The Bank cooperates with RPAP in Arkhangai, Khuvsgul, Bulgan and Khentii
aimags.The Bank disburses low-interest loans to low-income households, herders and poor households in soums, as well as to women
groups jointly with the Mongolian Women Federation. The Bank disbursed low-interest, reduced-collateral loans of MNT 26.4 billion to
31453 borrowers.
Started in June 2003
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Ministry of Food Agriculture and Light Industry
Since 2010, MoFALI has worked with XacBank an aim to support micro business entrepreneurs by offering discounted rate loans. Under this
project MoFALI subject to pay 50 percent of the interest rate for each loan disbursed. 12 borrowers received interest rate discount in total
loan amount of MNT 1,500 million.
Started in 2010

“Seep network”
The SEEP Network is global network of 130 international practitioner organizations in 171 countries dedicated to combating poverty through
promoting inclusive markets and financial systems. This organization was founded in 1985 and headquartered in Washington, USA. SEEP
serves as leading practitioner voice in promoting inclusive markets and financial systems to increase participation and benefits to the poor.
XacBank has collaborated with this organization to improve and scale up child and youth products and services. SEEP has helped to the
XacBank in financial and technical assistance.

“Women’s world banking”
Women’s World Bank NGO founded in 1979. The mission of the Women’s World Banking global network is to expand the economic assets,
participation and power of low-income women and their households by helping them access financial services, knowledge and markets.
Women’s World Banking is the only microfinance network with an explicit focus on women. Its network of 39 financial organizations from 28
countries also known as microfinance institutions located around the world wide small loans to people to start their businesses. Women’s
World Banking is focused on ensuring women have access to these microloans. XacBank has collaborated with this organization to improve
and scale up child and youth products and services.

Child and youth finance international
Child&Youth Finance International is an international NGO. The mission of this organization is to help every child to have access to
financial services, financial awareness through education, reliable source of income and the will to save and build assets to promote their
future stability. Organization’s initial target is to teach 100 million children in 100 countries by 2015. Child&Youth Finance International is
headquartered in Amsterdam, Netherlands and works with banks and financial institutes in over 50 countries. In 2012, XacBank received the
Pioneer Award for innovation and implementation of unique products, with global sharing of best practices.

Ulaanbaatar-Clean Air Project
Ulaanbaatar-Clean Air Project is financed by World Bank and aims to enable consumers in Ger areas to access heating appliances that
produce less particulate matter in Ulaanbaatar. This project is being implemented in partnership with the Municipality of Ulaanbaatar. There
are three components to the project. The first component of the project is Ger area particulate matter mitigation. The second component of
the project is particulate matter mitigation in Central Ulaanbaatar. The third component of the project is public awareness raising, program
coordination and project management.

MicroEnergy Credits
MicroEnergy Credits, established in 2007, is a social enterprise dedicated to empowering people in developing countries to make healthy,
clean and affordable energy choices. MicroEnergy Credits helps microfinance institutions start clean energy lending programs, strengthens
these with cloud-based technology and last-mile services, and then scales them with carbon finance.

Special Government Agency of Mongolia – Clean Air Foundation
The Clean Air Foundation was established to initiate operations and programs approved by series of laws: Air Law, Law Special Government
Agency and City air pollution law. The Clean Air Foundation is designated for accomplishing the Government’s mission to support clean air,
strategic policy and planning of Mongolian Government.

The Global Climate Partnership Fund
This fund was established in 2009 and provides loans to financial institutions and projects that contribute to a 20% reduction in the
emission of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. The Fund’s investors include the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, KfW
Development Bank, the International Finance Corporation, and the Danish Government.
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International Finance Corporation
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) is a member of the World Bank Group. IFC signed an advisory agreement with XacBank to
expand financing to sustainable-energy projects. The advisory agreement will strengthen XacBank’s capacity to support climate-friendly
energy projects in Mongolia as the country undergoes rapid economic development that would lead to increased energy consumption and
greenhouse-gas emissions.
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ABOUT THIS ANNUAL REPORT

INTRODUCTION
The Annual Report 2013 is the seventh report that integrates XacBank’s financial and operational performance reports
with sustainability information concerning all major activities. The Bank’s enriched Vision and Mission, restated
in the report, includes our firm commitments to a triple-bottom line banking within the framework of the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) on good corporate governance, economic, social and environmental performance, as built
around the 3Ps: the Planet, People and Profit.
SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING PRINCIPLES
The relevant sections of this annual report cover activities for the corporate social responsibility (CSR) of the Bank.
XacBank joined the Global Reporting Initiative’s (GRI) platform for sustainability reporting in January 2007. The GRI
framework is widely recognized and well tested by hundreds of companies around the world. In order to make our
CSR reporting even more complete, relevant and comparable, the Bank has prepared the content of this report in
accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative’s G3 Guidelines, published in October 2006. The Bank also used the
GRI Financial Services Sector Supplements, which is specifically relevant to financial services sector, both on Social
Performance published in November 2002 and on Environmental Performance published in March 2005. For more
detailed information about our application of the G3 Guidelines, please see the GRI index.
The Bank joined the United Nations (UN) Global Compact in October 2007. The GRI Guidelines’ principles and
performance indicators correspond to the requests contained in the UN Global Compact’s mandatory annual
Communication on Progress (COP), regarding its ten universally accepted principles in the core areas of human
rights, labour, and the environment and anti corruption. This annual report provides an index to the Bank’s performance
with cross-references to relevant GRI indicators. Thus, the Bank has aligned its Global Compact reporting with the
G3 Guidelines.
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GRI CONTENT INDEX
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines provide an internationally consistent format for information about a
company’s performance, particularly with regard to social and environmental issues. XacBank produced this annual
report using the latest GRI - Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, Version 3.0. The guidelines together with the
references in the annual report can be found online via www.xacbank.mn/annualreports.
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